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INTRODUCTION
THIS PAPER is based on the polychaetous an-
nelids obtained by the Alaska King Crab Investi-
gation, which was sponsored by the United
States Fisheries Commission. The annelids were
taken almost entirely from southern and south-
western Alaska, from Port Ashton west to the
western end of the Alaska Peninsula (Map I).
In addition, some were obtained from scattered
stations eastward to Icy Straits, near Pleasant
Island, and to the north and west in the Bering
Sea, north of St. Lawrence Island (Map II).
The studies were conducted from September to
N ovember, 1940, and from February to August,
1941. Bathymetric ranges were largely limited
to shallow depths, including shore to 60 fathoms,
but three stations represented by polychaetes
were in depths of 100 to 150 fathoms. A general
report of the investigation has been published
(Investigation Staff, 1942).
The intertidal areas of Alaska have heretofore
been little explored for the annelid fauna. Ex-
cept for the vast collections of the U.S.S. "Alba-
tross" made by the Alaskan Salmon Commission
during the summer of 1903 (of which much
was dredged from deep water), the published
records are quite limited, although they extend
over many years (1821 to 1943).
The collections of the present investigation
comprise .99 species, including six new to
science. There are 45 new records for Alaska
including three species from material in th~
author's collection. These, together with 168
species (and seven questionable names) previ-
ously recorded, bring the total number for
1.AlIa~ Hancock Foundation, University of Southern
California, Manuscript received April 15, 1947.
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Alaska to 213 species plus the seven question-
able names. These results are discussed in detail
below.
The various stations are listed and the known
ecological data of each are given at the end of
the systematic treatment.
The bibliographic citations in the systematic
section include the original description and such
others as aid in the ready identification of the
sp~cies. For most of the species originally de-
scribed from the eastern Pacific the citations are
complete unless they are synonymized elsewhere.
In all cases it is possible to consult all references
for Alaska and environs from the data given.
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HISTORICAL RESUME
The literature on the polychaete fauna of
Alaska is enriched largely through the results of
e~peditionary ventures that had other objec-
tives. Chronologically considered, the data are
as follows. The first annelids were described by
4Chamisso and Eysenhardt (1821) from collec-
tions made during a Russian voyage around the
world. Two new species, Nereis heteropoda
and Sternaspis elegans, were reported from Un-
alaska. Both remain indeterminable, although
the first was redescribed by Grube (1855 ).
A later Russian expedition resulted in the de-
scription of three new species by Grube ( 1851),
Nereis vexillosa, Polyno« cirrata, and CirratuluJ
borealis, from Sitka. The latter two have
since been referred to Harm otboe imbricata
(Linnaeus) , and, questionably, Cirratulus cirra-
tus (Miiller), respectively. The same author
(Grube, 1855) added two more to the list,
Polynoe vittata and Polynoe tuta, which are now
known as Arctonoe vittata (Grube ) and H olo-
lepidella tuta (Grube).
The International Polar Expedition to Point
Barrow, Alaska, in 188 5, resulted in the
description of Arenicola glacialis Murdoch
(1885 a) and the addition of five other species
(Murdoch, 1885b ). These are Melaenis loveni
Malmgren, Phyllodoce groenlandica Oersted
(here called Anaitides), Castalia multipapillata
Theel (here called Psammate), Aricia arctica
Murdoch (questionably referred to Scoloplos
armiger Miiller) , and Brada granulata Malm-
gren.
Johnson (1901) , in reporting on the anne-
lids from Puget Sound, Washington, named one,
Polyno« insignis (Baird) (here called Halo-
sydna brevisetosa Kinberg ) , from Kadiak Island,
Alaska.
Moore (1902) described numerous species
from northern Greenland. Four of these, Gat-
tyana senta Moore (here called Eunoe }, Gat-
tyana ciliata Moore, Lagisca multisetosa Moore,
and Buno» truncata Moore (here called Herma-
dian ) , were later (Moore, 1905a: 525) said to
have come from Icy Straits, Alaska, rather than
from Greenland.
In 1899 the Harriman Alaska Expedition ex-
plored the waters about Alaska. Among the
polychaetes, only the families Sabellidae and
Serpulidae were investigated (Bush, 1904). As a
result, 18 species were newly recorded from
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Alaska, and five others, whose identity cannot be
established (see Hartman, 1942, for revision
and summary), were reported.
The U.S.S. "Albatross," operated by the Alas-
kan Salmon Commission in the summer of 1903,
explored the waters from Port Townsend, Wash-
ington, to Shelikof Strait, Alaska. The poly-
. chaetes were ably described by Moore ( 1905 to
1908) . As a result, 97 species of annelids were
reported from Alaska, 81 for the first time.
However, five of these, Brada pilosa Moore, Ster-
naspis fossor Stimpson, Pseudopotamilla ano-
culata Moore, Pseudopotamilla brevibranchiata
Moore, and Pseudopotamilla reniformis (Leuc-
kart ) , are regarded as synonyms, and one other,
N ereis (Alitta) virens Sars, includes two species.
Mclntosh (1910) added one new record,
Lumbriconereis fragilis (Miiller) (here called
Lumbrineris ) , from Alaska but the record is not
clear. It appears in his monograph of British
annelids.
N ine new records were added by Treadwell
(1914 ) among a total of 24 species from
Alaska. A re-examination of the material on
which these records were based has shown the
following misidentifications: N ereis procera
Ehlers is Nereis pelagica Linnaeus, Naineris
longa Moore is Naineris dendritica (Kinberg) ,
Cistenides hyperborea Malmgren is Cistenides
brevicoma (Johnson ), Budistylia polymorpha
(Johnson) is Budistylia vancouveri (Kinberg) ,
and Schizobranchia nobilis Bush is Schizo-
branchia dubia Bush. The type collection of
Scolecolepis alaskensis Treadwell from Shuma-
gin Islands, Alaska, has been examined and the
species is here newly referred to the genus
N erine.2
" The prostomiurn lacks anterior horns ; it is pro-
longed forward as a snout. Branchiae are present from
the second setigerous segment and continued through
a long region but absent from a considerable posterior
portion. They are fused for their entire length with
the postsetal lamella. The posterior end is a fiat, short
lobe. The first segment is biramous and has slender
pointed setae both above and below. Hooded hooks
are present in both notopodia A.nd neuropo dia, together
with a tuft of pointed setae, after about the fifty-ninth
segment. The prostomium may lack eyes. These char-
acters are those of Nerine.
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A single species was recorded from Alaska by
Ditlevsen (1917) as Harmothoii aspera Hansen,
but this is questionably referred to Lagisca mul-
tisetosa Moore, and was earlier reported. The
same year Essenberg (1917) described a new
species, Eupbrosyne multibranchiataJ from Ko-
diak Island, Alaska.
Treadwell (1921) added Nereis , (Cerato-
nereis) alaskensis as a new species, but it has
been referred to Ceratonereis paucidentat,a
(Moore) (Hartman,1938a: 13). He listed 13
additional species in 1925 and 1926. Of these,
five were new records. Subsequently (Tread-
well, 1943) he added Neosabellides alaskensis
Treadwell.
Other recent additions are three new species
added to the list by Hartman (1938b) and 17
new records added by Berkeley (1942) in a
report of 49 species from Alaska.
Between 1929 and 1934 the State Hydro-
logical Institute of the Union of the Socialist
Soviet Republics (Russia) made extensive
faunal investigations in the northern part of the
Japan Sea. The polychaetes that were collected,
together with some others taken from this re-
gion, comprised a total of 272 species (Annen-
kova, 1937 and 1938, with summary in the
latter). Among these, 61 species are identical
with those known from Alaska. These are in-
dicated in the systematic list below by the letter
I. Annenkova stated (1938) (translation from
the Russian) that about 40 per cent of the ob-
served fauna of the northern Japan Sea are
species native to the northern part of the At-
lantic Ocean, and that only about 10 per cent
are common to the Alaska-California fauna. She
adds, however, that more intensive collecting is
necessary before sound conclusions can be
drawn. The list below indicates that nearly 30
per cent of the species are the same.
Annenkova ( 1938: 142-144) recognized 12
groups of species. These groups are: (1) Arctic-
boreal species, numbering about 25; (2) Arctic
species, about 22; (3) species common to the
Arctic, Atlantic , and Bering Sea, about 18;
(4) boreal species common to the north At-
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lantic, about :22; (5) subarctic species with
interrupted distribution, about 8; (6) species
common to Japan and the western Bering Sea,
6 named in a list; (7) Japan-Okhotsk species,
18 named in a list; (8) species common to
California, Alaska, and the north Japan Sea,
about 16; (9) subtropical Japanese species, 9 or
10; (10) Indo-Pacific species, 9; ( 11) endemic
species, 17; and (12) cosmopolitan species, 13.
In summary, Annenkova states that 36 per cent
are warm-water species, 23 per cent are Arctic-
boreal, 11 per cent are western Pacific, and 11
per cent are Arctic species.
For the present, six groups may be recognized'
from the Alaskan species, although it is likely
that no actual barriers exist; rather, with more
intensive studies, many species now having a
restricted range will probably be found more
widely dispersed geographically.
The nearest affinities indicated by the tabula-
tion of this material are with the eastern north
Pacific coast, which has nearly 40 per cent repre-
sented; with the north Atlantic, which has nearly
37 per cent; and with the north Japan Sea,
which has nearly 30 per cent.
The six groups recognized here are designated
a to I in the following list, in which the 220
species known from Alaska are systematically
arranged by families. Of these 220 species 7 are
doubtful. In the list the reference following the
complete name indicates the first record for
Alaska. The names without such citation are
here recorded for the first time.
The bracketed letters a to I and I indicate:
a- Alaska only, including 35 species .
b-Alaska and Arctic, including 4 species
c-Alaska and either British Columbia, Wash-
ington, or Oregon, including 38 species
d-Alaska to California, including 89 species
e-Alaska to California, and Japan or China,
including 38 species
I-Alaska and north Atlantic, including 78
species
I-refers to the species occurring in Annen-
kova's (1938 )list.
6LIST OF THE SPECIES OF POLYCHAETES
KNOWN FROM ALASKA
Family APHRODITIDAE, one species
Aphrodita japonica Marenzeller (Moore,
1908) [e]
Family POLYNOIDAE, 27 species
Antinoe macrolepida Moore (Moore, 1905)
[d]
Antinoe sarsi Kinberg (Chamberlin, 1920)
(as Antinoella by Annenkova) [f,]}
Arctonoe pulchra (Johnson) (Moore, 1908)
[d]
Arctonoe vittata (Grube) (Grube, 1855)
[e, ]}
Enipo cirrata Treadwell (Treadwell, 1925)
[c]
Euno« barbata Moore (Treadwell, 1925)
[e]
Benoe depress» Moore (Moore, 1905) [ c,]}
Eunoe nodosa (Sars) (Moore, 1910) [f,]}
Eunoe senta (Moore) (Moore, 1905) [d]
Evarnella triannulata (Moore) [d]
Gattyana amondseni (Malmgren) (Moore,
1908) [f}
Gattyana ciliata Moore (Moore, 1905) [c,]}
Gattyana cierosa (Pallas) (Berkeley, 1942)
[f,]}
Gattyana imbricata Treadwell (Treadwell,
1926) [a]
Gattyana iphionelloides (Johnson) [c]
Halosydna brevisetosa Kinberg (Johnson,
1901) [d]
Harmotboe birsut« Johnson (Moore, 1908)
[d]
Hsrmotboe imbricata (Linnaeus) (Grube,
1851) [e,f,]}
Hermadiontruncata (Moore) (Moore, 1905)
[e]
Hololepida magna Moore (Moore, 1905)
[c]
Hololepidell« tuta (Grube) (Grube, 1855)
[e, ]}
Lagisea lamellifera (Marenzeller) (Moore,
1910) [d] (= L. multisetosa papillattl
Moore (1908»
Lagisca multisetosa Moore (Moore, 1905)
[d]
Lagisea rarispina (Sars) (Moore, 1908) [f}
Lepidonotus caeloris Moore (Moore, 1903)
[d]
Lepidonotus robustus Moore (Moore, 1905)
[a]
Me/aenis loveni Malmgren (Murdoch, 1885)
[f}
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Family POLYODONTIDAE, one species
Peisidice aspera Johnson (Moore, 1908) [d]
Family SIGALIONIDAE, one species
Pboloe minuta Fabricius (Moore, 1908) [f,
]}
Family CHRYSOPETALIDAE, one species
Paleanotus chrysolepis Schmarda [d]
Family EUPHROSINIDAE, five species
Euphrosine arctia Johnson (Moore, 1908)
[d]
Euphrosine bicirrata Moore (Moore, 1905)
[d]
Euphrosine heterobranchia Johnson (Tread-
well, 1914) [c]
Euphrosine hortensis Moore (Moore, 1905)
[d, ]}
Euphrosine multibranchiata Essenberg (Es-
senberg, 1917) [a,]}
Family SPINTHERIDAE, one species
Spinther alaskensis new species [a]
Family PHYLLODOCIDAE, nine species
Anaitides citrina (Malmgren) (Moore, 1908 )
[f]
.Anaitides groenlandica (Oersted) (Murdoch,
1885) [c, fi ]}
Anaitides medipapillata (Moore) (Tread-
well, 1926) [d]
Anaitides mucosa (Oersted) (Moore, 1908)
[d, fJ
Eteone californica Hartman [d]
Eteone spetsbergensis Malmgren [c, t, ]}
Eulalia viridis (Muller) [e, i. ]}
Notophyllum foliosum (Sars) [f}
Notophyllum imbricatum Moore (Moore,
1906) [e,]}
Family ALCIOPIDAE, one species
Callizona a11gelini (Kinberg) (Moore, 1908)
[e]
Family HESIONIDAE, two species
Psammate aphroditoides (Fabricius) (Cham-
berlin,1920) [b]
Psammate multipapillata (Theel) Murdoch,
1885) [b]
Family SYLLIDAE, 13 species
Autolytus alexandri Malmgren (Chamberlin,
1920) [f}
Autolytus magnus Berkeley [c]
Autolytus prismaticus (Fabricius) (Cham-
berlin, 1920) [b, c, ]}
Pionosyllis gigantea Moore (Moore, 1908)
[d]
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Pionosyllis magn ifica Moore (Moore, 1906)
Cd, J)
Syllis quaternaria Moore (Moore, 1906 ) [a]
T r'lp anosyllis gemmipara Johnson [d, J)
T ypo syllis alternata (Moore ) (Moore, 1908)
[d, J)
T yp osyllis armillaris (Milller) (Moore, 1908 )
[f,J)
T'lposyllis collaris new species [a]
T ypo syllis elongata (Johnson) Cd]
T 'lposyllis pulchra (Berkeley) [c]
T yp osyllis stewarti (Berkeley) [c]
Family NEPHTYIDAE, seven species
Nephtys assimilis Malmgren (Moore, 1908)
[f] (or possibly N ephtys hombergi Au-
douin and Edwards)
N epht'ls ciliata (Miiller) (Moore, 1908 )
[e, I, J)
N epht'ls coeca (Fabricius) (Moore, 1908 )
[e, I, J)
N ephtys malmgreni Theel (Moore, 1908)
[f,J)
N eyhtys punctata Hartman (Hartman, 1938)
Cd]
N ephtys rickettsi Hartman (Hartman, 1938)
Cd]
N eph tys schmitti Hartman (Hartman, 1938 )
Cd]
Family NEREIDAE, 11 species
Cerstonereis paucidentata (Moore) (Moore,
1908 ) Cd]
Cbeilonereis cyclurus (Harrington) [e, J)
(= Nereis scbiscbid oi Izuka (Annenkova,
1938) )
N eanthes brandti (Malmgren ) (Moore,
1908 ) [ e]
N eantbes uirens (Sars) (Moore, 1908) [e,
I, J)
N ereis ne oneantbes new species [c]
? N ereis heteropoda Chamisso and Eysen-
hardt (Chamisso and Eysenhardt, 1821)
[a]
N ereis pelagica Linnaeus (Moore, 1908) [e,
I, J)
N ereis procera Ehlers Cd]
N ereis uexillosa Grube (Grube, 1851) [e, J)
N ereis zonata Malmgren [f, J)
Platynereis agassizi (Ehlers) (Moore, 1908)
[ e, J)
Family SPHAERODORIDAE, one species
Sph aerodorum minutum (W ebster and Bene-
dict ) (Chamberlin, 1920 ) [f]
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Family GLYCERIDAE, two species
Glycera capitata Oersted (Moore, 1908) [e,
I,J)
H em ipodus borealis Johnson Cd]
Family GONIADIDAE, four species
Glycinde picta Berkeley (Berkeley, 1942) [c]
Glycinde wireni Arwidsson (Moore, 1908)
[c]
Goniada annulata Moore (Moore, 1905) Cd]
Goniada maculata Oersted (Berkeley, 1942)
[ e, I, J)
Family ONUPHIDAE, three species
N othria conchylega (Sars) (Berkeley, 1942)
[ e, I, J)
N othria ge ophilil ormis (Moore) (Moore,
1908 ) [ e]
N othria iridescens (Johnson) (Moore, 1908)
Cd]
Family EUNIODAE, one species
Eunice longicirrata Webster (Moore, 1908)
Cd, f]
Family LUMBRINERIDAE, seven species
Lumbrineris bicirrata Treadwell Cd]
? Lum brineris fragilis (Milller) (McIntosh,
1910 ) [f, J)
Lum brineris heteropoda Marenzeller (Moore,
1908 ) [e, J)
Lum brineris latreilli Audouin and Edwards
Cd, f]
Lum brineris similabris Treadwell (Tread-
well, 1926 ) [c]
Lsembrineris zonata (Johnson) Cd]
N inoe simpla Moore (Moore, 1908) [a]
Family ARABELLIDAE, two species
Drilonereis filum Claparede (Berkeley, 1942)
[f]
D rilonereis nuda Moore Cd]
Family DORVILLEIDAE, one species
D orvillea pseudo rubrovittata Berkeley [c]
Family ORBINIIDAE, four species
H apl oscolopl os alaskensis new species [a]
H apl oscoloplos elongata (Johnson) Cd]
N aineris dendritica (Kinberg ) (Treadwell,
1914 ) Cd]
Scoloplos armiger (Muller) (? Murdoch,
1885; verified by Berkeley, 1942) [ e, i, J)
Family PARAONIDAE, one species
A ricidea beteroseta new species [a]
Family SPIONIDAE, nine species
Anaspio boreas Chamberlin (Chamberlin,
1920 ) [a}
Laonice cirrata (Sars) [e, f, ]J
Nerine alaskensis (Treadwell), new com-
bination (Treadwell, 1914 ) [a}
Polydora giardi Mesnil Cd, fJ
Polydora socialis (Schmarda) Cd, fJ
Prionospio cirrifera Win~n (Berkeley, 1942 )
[c }
Prionospio malmgreni Claparede [c, i. ]J
Scolecolepides arctius Chamberl in (Chamber-
lin, 1920) [a}
Spio filicornis (Milller) (Chamberlin, 1920 )
[e, t, ]J
Family CHAETOPTERIDAE, one species
Chaetopterus variopedatus (Renier ) (Berke-
ley, 1942) fe, fJ
Family CIRRATULIDAE, four species
A crocirrus heterochaetus Annenkova [a, JJ
Cirratulus cirratus (Miiller) (Grobe, 1851 )
[ e, t.n
Cirratttlus robustus Johnson (Treadwell,
1914 ) [d}
T haryx hamatus new species [a}
Family ARENICOLIDAE, two species
A renicola glaeialis Murdoch (Murdoch, 1885)
[a}
Arenicola pusilla Quatrefages (Treadwell,
1914 ) [d}
Family OPHELIIDAE, seven species
A mmotrypane aulogaster Rathke (Mo ore,
1908 ) [d, fJ
A rmandia bioeulata Hartman [d}
Armandia brevis (Moore) (Moore, 1906 )
[d}
Ophelia limacina (Rathke) (Berkeley, 1942 )
Cd, fJ
T ravisia brevis Moore (Berkeley, 1942 ) [d}
T t'avisid forbesii Johnston (Moore, 1908 ) [fJ
T ravisia pupa Moore (Moore, 1906 ) [d}
Family SCALIBREGMIDAE, one species
Scalibregm a in flatum Rathke (Moore, 1908 )
[c, fJ
Family FLABELLIGERIDAE, five species
Erada granulata Malmgren (Murdoch, 1885)
[fJ
Erada villosa (Rathke ) (Moore, 1906) [e, fJ
Flabelligera infundibularis Johnson (Tr ead-
well, 1914 ) [d}
Stylarioides papillata (Johnson ) (Moore,
1908) [d}
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Stylarioides plumosa (Miiller) (Berkeley,
1942 ) [c, fJ
Family CAPITELLIDAE, three species
Capitella capitata (Fabricius) [d, fJ
H eteromastus filiformis (Claperede) Cd, fJ
Notomastus giganteus Moore (Moore, 1906)
[ a}
Family MALDANIDAE, nine species
? Asychis lacera Moore [d}
A sychis similis (Moore ) , new combination
(Moore, 1906) Cd]
Clymenella tentaeulata Moore (Moore, 1906)
[ a}
Maldane sarsi Malmgren (Moore, 1908) [d,
fJ
Maldanella robusta Moore (Moore, 1906)
[ c}
Nieomache lumbricalis (Fabricius) (Moore,
1906 ) [d, t. ]J
N ieomaehe personata Johnson [e}
N otoproetus pacificus (Moore ) (Moore,
1906 ) [d}
Petalopro etus tenuis borealis Arwidsson [c}
Family OWENIIDAE, one species
Owenia oeeidentalis (Johnson) (Treadwell,
1914 ) [d}
Family SABELLARIIDAE, two species
1danthyrsus ornamentatus ( Cham b erl i n )
(Berkeley, 1942) [e, ]J (Reported as
. 1. armatus Kinberg) .
Sabellaria cementarium Moore (Moore, 1906)
[e, ]J
Family STERNASPIDAE, two species
? Sternaspis elegans Chamisso and Eysenhardt
(Chamisso and Eysenhardt, 1821) [ a}
Sternaspis seutata Ranzani (Moore, 1908)
fe, i. ]J
Family PECTINARIIDAE, five species
Amphictene aurieoma (Muller) (Moore,
1908 ) [c, fJ
Cistenides brevicom a (Johnson) (Treadwell,
1914) [d}
Cistenides granulata (Linnaeus) (Chamber-
lin, 1920 ) [e, t. ]J
Cistenides hyperborea Malmgren (Berkeley,
1942 ) [f, ]J
Peetinaria belgiea (Pallas) (Berkeley, 1942)
Cd, fJ
Family AMPHARETIDAE, 15 species
Amage anops (Johnson) (Berkeley, 1942)
fe, ]J
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Ampharete arctica Malmgren (Moore, 1908)
[e, t.n
Ampharete brevibranchiataTreadwell (Tread-
well, 1926) [a]
Ampharete eupalea Chamberlin (Chamberlin,
1920) [a]
Ampharete grubei Malmgren (Berkeley,
1942) [d, f]
Ampharete johanseni Chamberlin (Chamber-
iin, 1920) [a]
Ampharete reducta Chamberlin (Chamberlin,
1920) [a]
Amphicteis alaskensis Moore (Moore, 1905)
[a]
Amphicteis glabra Moore (Moore, 1905) [d]
Lysippe labiata Malmgren (Berkeley, 1942)
[c, f,]]
Melinna cristata (Sars) (Moore, 1908) [c,
f, J]
Melinna denticulata Moore (Moore, 1905 )
[d]
N eosabellides alaskensis Treadwell (Tread-
well, 1943) [a]
Sabellides octocirrata Sars (Berkeley, 1942)
[a, f]
Samytha sexcirrata (Sars) (Chamberlin,
1920 ~ [d, f]
Family TEREBELUDAE, 16 species
Amphitrite cirrata (Miiller) (Moore, 1905)
[c, f]
Eupolymnia crescentis Chamberlin [d]
Eupolymnia beterobrancbi« ( J 0 h n son)
(Moore, 1908 ) [d]
EtJpolymnia nesidensis japonica (Marenzel-
ler ) [e]
Leaena abranchiata Malmgren [a, f, ]]
Leaena nuda Moore (Moore, 1905 ) (or pos-
sibly Lanassa) [a]
N eoamphitrite robusta (Johnson) (Moore,
1908) [d]
N eoleprea spiralis (Johnson) [e,]]
Nico lea zostericola (Oersted ) [a, f, ]]
Pista cristata (Miiller ) (Moore, 1908) [e,
f,]]
? Pista fasciata (Grube) (Moore, 1908) [c,
f]
Polycirrus sp, (Moore, 1908 )
Spinosph aera sp.
T erebellides stroemi Sars (Moore, 1908) [e,
t, J] .
T belepus crispus Johnson (Treadwell, 1914)
[d]
Thelepus hamatus Moore (Moore, 1905 ) td]
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Family SABELUDAE, 16 species
Cbone gracilis Moore (Moore, 1906) [c]
Chone infundibuliformis Kr oyer (Bush,
1904 ) [e, f,J]
Euchone analis (Kroyer ) (Berkeley, 1942)
[ c, i. ]]
Eudistylia polymorpha (Johnson ) (Bush,
1904 ) (as Bispira by Annenkova) [e,]]
Eudistylia tenella Bush (Bush, 1904) [a]
Eudistylia vancouveri (Kinberg) (Bush,
1904 ) [d]
Megalomma splendida (Moore ) (Moore,
1905) [d]
Myxicola aesthetica (Cla pare de) ( Bush,
1904 ) [d, f]
Myxico la infundibulum (Montagu ) ( Bush,
1904 ) [d, f]
Potamilla neglecta (Sars) (Bush, 1904) [d,
f]
Pseudopotamilla intermedia Moore (Moore,
1905 ) [d]
Pseudopotamilla occelata Moore (Moore,
1905) [d]
Sabella crassicornis Sars (Bush, 1904) [d, f]
Sabella media (Bush) (Bush, 1904 ) [d]
Schizobranchia dubia Bush (Bush, 1904 ) [a]
Schizobranchia insignis Bush (Bush, 1904)
[c]
Family SERPUUDAE, 11 species and 5 ques-
tionable "names
Chitinopoma occidentalis (Bush) , new com-
bination (Bush, 1904) [d]
Crucigera irregularis Bush ( Bush, 1904) [c]
Crucigera zygophora (Johnson) (Bush,
1904 ) [d,]]
.Paradexiospira violaceus (Levinsen) [b]
Serpula vermicularis Linnaeus ( Bush, 1904)
[e, t.n
Spirorbis (Laeospira ) borealis Daudin (Bush,
1904 ) [d, f]
Spirorbis quadrangularis Stimpson (Moore,
1908 ) [a, f]
Spirorbis semidentatus Bush ( Bush, 1904)
[a]
Spirorbis spirillum Linnaeus (Moore, 1908)
[e, t. ]]
Spirorbis tridentata Levinsen (Moore, 1908)
[a, f]
Spirorbis variabilis Bush (Bush, 1904) [a]
? Spirorbis abnormis Bush (Bush, 1904) [a]
? Spirorbis in congruus Bush ( Bush, 1904)
[a]
? Spirorbis lineatus Bush (Bush, 1904 ) [a]
? Spirorbis rugatus Bush (Bush, 1904) [a]
? Spirorbis similis Bush (Bush, 1904) [a]
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FIG. 1. Spinther alaskensis new species: a, entire animal in dorsal view, X 6.4; b, portions of
typical notopodial ridges from the dorsal region to show the alternation of setae in anterior and
posterior margins, enlarged; c, neuropodium from a median segment, in anterior view, showing
the acicular sac and developing setae torn from the body wall, enlarged.
I
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Annelids of Alaska-HARTMAN
Except for the pelagic families of polychaetes,
the only ones not known to be represented are
the following : Pareulepidae, Palmyridae, Am-
phinomidae, Typhloscolecidae, Pilargiidae, Ly-
saretidae, Apistobranchidae, Magelonidae, Diso-
midae, and Ctenodrilidae. With the exception
of the Amphinomidae, these are small families
which rarely occur in collections. The amphi-
nomids are largely tropical.
DISCUSSION
Family APHRODITIDAE
Genus APHRODITA Linnaeus
Aphrodita japonica Marenzeller
Aphrodita Japonica Marenzeller, 1879: 111-
112, pI. 1, fig. 2; Moore 1908: 338-339;
Hartman, 1939: 21-22, pI. 1, fig. 1-5; Berke-
ley, 1924: 187.
Collections. Stations 116-40 (1); 131-40
(1); 135-40 (2); 138-40 (1); 139-40 (1);
140-40 (3).
Some are very large, measuring 4.5 inches
long and 2.25 inch;s wide. The lateral hairs are
long but only slightly opalescent. This species
is known to range throughout the northern
Pacific and southward ; present records are from
Alaska in 28 to 48 fm.
Family POLYNOIDAE
Genus ARCTONOE Chamberlin
Arctonoe fragilis (Baird)
Lepidonotus fragilis Baird, 1863: 108.
Polynoii fragilis Johnson, 1897: 179-181, pI. 7,
fig. 36, 45, pl. 8, fig. 52.
Arctonoii fragilis Hartman, 1938c: 116; Berke-
ley, 1942: 188.
Collections. Stations 24-40 (2); 25-40 (1);
34-40 (1).
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This species is widely known through the
northeast Pacific; it is free-living or associated
with echinoderms. The present records are from
Canoe and Pavlof bays, in 25 to 150 fm.
Arctonoe vittata (Grube)
Fig. 2 a-f.
Polynoii vittata Grube, 1855: 82-83.
Polynoii lordi Johnson, 1897: 175-177, pI. 7,
fig. 35, 44, pI. 8, fig. 51.
Halosydnoides vittata Okuda, 1936: 565-568,
fig. 4, 5.
Arctonoii vittata Hartman, 1939: 29-30, pl. 3,
fig. 33-37; Berkeley, 1942: 188.
Collections. Stations 20-40 (2); 21-40 (1);
20-40 to 22-40 (2) ; 34-40 (1 ); 35-40 (1) ;
59-40 (1); 70-40 (1 ); 71-40 (2) ; 80-40
(1); 83-40 (1); 129-40 (1) ; 131-40 or 132-
40 (1); BT 70-41 (1); C 44-41 (2) ; C 71-
41 (1); L 4-41 (4 ) .
These collections include individuals with at
least three color patterns. One group is pale
with a broad dark band across the dorsum an-
teriorly ; the individuals come from stations
20-40 to 22-40, 59-40, 80-40, 83-40, 129-40
and C 71-41. Another group has elytra more
or less intensely mottled , as shown by Okuda
(1936: 566); these individuals come from sta-
tions 21-40, 34-40, 35-40, 71-40 and BT 70-
41. A third group has elytra with a narrow dark
edge on the inner and posterior margins; the
individuals are from station L 4-41. In addition,
there are some individuals that are entirely pale
(preserved), coming from stations 70-40, 71-
40, 131-40 or 132-40 and C 44-41. For each
of these groups the characteristic setae from the
notopodium and neuropodium of the second
segment (first setigerous segment) have been
examined and found to agree in details as shown
in figures of notoserae (Fig. 2 a, 2 c) and neuro-
setae (Fig. 2 b, 2 d) from stations 71-40 and
80-40, and two notosetae (Fig. 2 e, 2 f) from
station L 4-41.
A. vittata is frequently associated with mol-
lusks, echinoderms or other chaeropods, or it
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FIG. 2. Species of Arctonoe and Spinsber. a-], Ara onoe vittata (a ll figures' are distal ends of notosetae and
neuroserae from the first setigerous segment, X 425) : a, notoseta and b, neuroseta from station 71-40; c, noto-
seta, and d, neuro seta from station 80-40; e, worn notoseta, and t, unworn notoseta from station L 4-41.
g-i, Spintber alaskensis: g, neuropodial hook from a median segment, X 100; b, i, entire notopodial setae from a
median segment showing variation in tips, X 425; i, bifid notopodial seta, X 812 .
may be free living. The present records are from
known ranges in western and southern Alaska,
in 5 to 150 fm., and from the Bering Sea in
33 fm.
,:.'·r ·
Genus LEPIDONOTUS Leach
are none on the present individuals or on those
of the original collection (lo c. cit. ) .
1. robustus was first described from Shelikof
Strait, Alaska, in 48-65 fm. The present records
are from Canoe Bay and Cold or Pavlof Bay, in
15 to 40 fm., not far from the type locality.
Lepidonotus robusrus Moore
Lepidonotus robastas Moore, 1905a: 544-546,
pl. 36, fig. 32-35.
Collections. Stations 51-40 (3); 61-50 (1);
Canoe or Pavlof Bay (1).
These individuals agree closely with Moore's
description (1905: 544). It now seems doubt-
ful that this species is actually the same as
1. helotypus (Grube ) (1877: 49) originally
described from China, although earlier I (1938 c:
109) followed Seidler (1924: 56) in referring
it to the latter. 1. helotypus is said to have
small, dark, nailheaded spines on elytra. There
Genus HALOSYDNA Kinberg
Halosydna brevisetosa Kinberg
Halosydna brevisetosa Kinberg, 1857: 18, pl. 5,
fig. 25; Berkeley, 1942: 189.
Polynoe brevisetosa Johnson, 1897: 167-170,
pl. 6, fig. 24, pl. 7, fig. 31, 40, pl. 8, fig. 46.
Collections. Station 51-40 (1).
This well-known species is common through-
out the northeast Pacific, from Alaska south to
southern California. It is sometimes commensal,
in tubes of other chaetopods, where it attains
comparatively great size. The present record is
from Canoe Bay in 25 to 40 fm.
I
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Annelids of Alaska-HARTMAN
Genus HOLOLEPIDA Moore
Hololepida magna Moore
Holol epida magna Moore, 1905a: 541-544, pi.
35, fig. 24-29; Moore, 1908: 320; Berkeley,
1923: 214.
Collection. Station L 13-41 (1).
This is known only from southern Alaska and
British Columbia; it ranges in depths of 13 to
230 fm.
Genus HOLOLEPIDELLA Willey
Hololepidella tuta (Grube )
Polynoe tuta Grube, 1855: 82.
Harmotbo e tuta Johnson, 1901: 394-396, pi.
2, fig. 18, 19, pi. 3, fig. 20-22.
H ololepidella tutta Annenkova, 1937: 147, pi.
3, fig. 15, 16.
Polyeunoa tuta Berkeley, 1942: 188.
Collections. Stations 35-40 (fragment ) ; 59-
40 (short fragment); 60-40 (1); D 3-41 (2).
Originally described from Sitka, Alaska, this
has been widely reported from both sides of the
north Pacific (see synonymy above). The pres-
ent records are from southwest Alaska in 20 to
30 fm.
Genus HARMOTHOE Kinberg
Harmothoe imbricata (Linnaeus)
Harmotboe imbrieata Johnson, 1897: 181, pi.
7, fig. 37;"Fauvel, 1923: 55, fig. 18; Berkeley,
1923: 215; Berkeley, 1942: 187.
Collections. Stations 12-40 (1 ); 24-40 (1);
27-40 (1) ; 33-40 (1 )_ 34-40 ( 1) ; 47-40
(1 ) ; 51-40 (about 15) ; 59-40 (1 ); 61-40
(1); 72-40 (1) ; 89-40 (1) ; 97-40 (3) ; 108-
40 (1); CT 12-41 (1); D 7-41 (1) ; D 15-41
(12) ; L 2-41 (1); L 3-41 (2); L 20-41 (3) ;
Lazy Bay (1 ); Seldovia (1 ).
Color patterns are highly variable. Some in-
dividuals have elytra more or less heavily
mottled with gray to russet pigment; others have
the first pair pale, the rest dark; a few in-
dividuals are striped longitudinally, the elytra
dark brown on the inner portions and pale on
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the outer parts. In all individuals, notosetae are
coarser than neurosetae; the latter are distinctly
bidentate at the distal ends. The dorsum is com-
pletely covered by the imbricated elytra. On
the prostomium, anterior eyes are far forward,
under the prostomial peaks and directed an-
teriorly. The elytra are thick and leathery in
texture, sparsely fringed along their outer free
margins, oval in shape. Dorsal cirri are smooth
except for a few short, scattered papillae. Neph-
ridia are very long and slender; they are clearly
seen on the ventral side of parapodia.
H. im brieata is common in colder waters of
the north Pacific, south at least to central Cali-
fornia. The present records are from southwest
Alaska and Bering Sea, from shore to 150 fm.
Genus EvARNELLA Chamberlin
Evarnella triannulata (Moore)
Harm otboe triamzulata Moore, 1910: 346-350,
pi. 29, fig. 18-22.
Evarne triannulata Berkeley, 1923: 215.
Evarnella tria1znulata Berkeley, 1942 : 188.
Collecti ons. Stations 21-40 (1 ); 33-40 (1);
51-40 (6); 58-40 (1 ); 59-40 (1); 60-40
(4); 61-40 ( 5) ; 72-40 ( 1); 89-40 (1 ); 93-
40 (1) ; 100-40 (1 ) ; 128-40 (4 ); A 8-41
(1); C 5-41 (2 ) ; D 7-41 (2) ; D 8-41 (2);
D 11-41 (4 ) ; L 18-41 ( 1); Sand Point (1).
The body consists of 39 or 40 segments;
elytra number 15 pairs and cover most of the
body except the last five or six short segments.
Elytra are oval, the margin nearly ent ire except
for a delicate fringe ; they are more or less
completely and closely covered by fine, slen-
der, minute, dark spines; at the posterior mar-
gin there are a few larger, long, dark-brown,
pendant-like papillae. The prosrornium has broad
peaks; the four eyes are large, the anterior pair
is lateral in position, just in front of the middle
half of the prostomiallength. Neurosetae have
a long main tooth and a small, short subterminal
secondary tooth.
This species was originally described off
southern California in 38 to 238 fm.; it has
since been reported from British Columbia, in
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15 to 20 fm. (Berkeley, 1923) and 555 meters
(Berkeley, 1942). The present records are from
southern Alaska and Bering Sea, in 13 to 68 fm.
Genus EUNOE Malmgren
Eunoe depressa Moore
Eunoe depress» Moore, 1905a: 536-538, pI.
34, fig. 17, 18, pI. 35, fig. 19, 20.
Collections. Stations 33-40 ( 1); 34-40 (6) ;
58-40 ( 1); 61-40 (2); 70-40 ( 1); 80-40
(3); 97-40 (1); 98-40 (1); 103-40 (1 ) ;
BT 70-41 (1 ); C 147-41 (1 ) ; C 150-41 ( 1);
D 7-41 (4); D 15-41 (1 ); D 16-41 ( 1) .
The size of these individuals varies greatly,
ranging from a few mm. long ( juvenile ) to
comparatively gigantic; a large one measures
68 mm. long, without the everted proboscis,
which is 28 mm. long; width is 25 mm. with -
out, 35 mm. with, parapodia. Elytra are thick,
leathery in texture and have entire margin; they
are pale but are mottled with rust-colored pig-
ment. Their surface is covered with low, flat-
tened nodules of varying sizes, and a few larger
ones are more or less limited to the posterior
half of the elytral surface. The prostomium has
four dark eyes; the anterior pair is lateral, near
the middle of the prostomial length.
Some collections have data recording com-
mensalism with hermit crabs; a small, prob ably
juvenile, individual from station D 16-41 comes
from the body caviry of a large Alaskan king
crab, Paralithodes camtschatica (Tilesius) . The
large body size of some adults is perhaps corre-
lated with a commensalistic habit.
This species has remained unknown except
through its original account, based on collections
from Alaska, in 8 to 19 fm.; some of these were
labeled hermit crab messmates (Moore, 1905:
538). The present records are from south-
western Alaska in 5 to 150 fm., and from
Bering Sea in 15 to 60 fm.
Genus GATIYANA Mclntosh
Gattyan a cirrosa (Pallas)
Aphrodita cirrhosa Pallas, 1766: 95- 97, pI. 8,
fig. 3- 6.
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Gattyana cirrosa Moore, 1908: 337; Fauvel,
1923: 49- 50, fig. 17; Berkeley, 1942: 187.
Collections. Stations 33-40 (4) ; 35-40 (2 ) ;
51-40 (1); 61-40 (1) ; 128-40 (4); 131-40
( 1); Mist Harbor ( 1); Pavlof Bay ( 1) .
This species has been widely reported from
the colder waters of the Northern Hemisphere,
including both sides of North America. The
present records are from southwestern Alaska in
15 to 50 fm.
Gattyana iphionelloides (Johnson )
Harmotboe iphi onelloides Johnson, 1901: 391-
392, pI. 1, fig. 2-7.
Gattyana iphionelloides Berkeley, 1945 : 321.
Collection. Station 106-40 (1). .
This species is known from Washington
(Johnson ) , western Canada (Berkeley), and a
reef in Alitak Bay, Alaska; it is intertidal.
Genus HERMADION Kinberg
H ermadion truncata (Moore)
Harmotboe (Eunoa) trmzcata Moore, 1902:
272-274, pI. 14, fig. 21-28.
Hermadion truncata Moore, 1908: 332-333;
Berkeley, 1923: 215; Berkeley, 1945: 323.
Collection. Station 91-40 (1 ).
Originally the rype locality was given as
northern Greenland (Moore, 1902) but was
later (Moore, 1908 ) corrected to Icy Cape,
Alaska. Berkeley ( 1923) has recorded the spe-
cies from British Columbi a, The present record
is from. Baralof Bay, in 24 fm.
Family POLYODONTIDAE
Genus PEISIDICE Johnson
Peisidice aspera Johnson
Peisidice aspera Johnson, 1897: 184-185, pI.
9, fig. 56-59, pI. 10, fig. 63; Moore, 1908:
338; Berkeley, 1923: 216; Berkeley, 1942:
189.
Annel ids of Alaska-HARTMAN
Collections. Stations 20-40 to 22-40 (1);
60-40 (2 ); 61-40 ( 2); 70-40 (6 ).
This species is known to range widely through
the northeastern Pacific. The present records are
from southwestern Alaska, in 15 to 40 fm.
Family SIGALIONIDAE
Genus PHOLOE Johnston
Pholoe minuta (Fabricius)
Aphrodita minuta Fabricius , 1780: 314.
Pboloe minata Moore , 1908: 338; Fauvel,
1923: 121-122, fig. 44; Berkeley, 1942: 189.
Collections. Stations 51-40 (1 ); 60-40 ( 1) .
The present records are within the known
range; they come from Canoe Bay and Leonard
Harbor, in 20 to 40 fm.
Family CHRYSOPETALIDAE
Genus PALEANOTUS Schmarda
Paleanotus chrysolepis Schmarda
Paleanotus cbrysolepis Schmarda, 1861: 163,
pI. 37, fig. 326-329; Berkeley, 1942: 27.
Heteropale bellis Johnson, 1897: 163-164, pI.
6, fig. 20-23; Berkeley, 1923: 212.
Collection. Station 60-40 (2 ).
This record is in the known range, from
southwestern Alaska in 15 to 40 fm.
Family SPINTHERIDAE
This family is known through a single genus,
Spinther Johnston. The body is broad, flat, and
sole-like. The entire dorsum is covered with
transversely prolonged notopod ial ridges; these
are continued around the front to encompass
the prostornial parts so that those of the two
sides merge at the middle front. The ventral
side of the body is papillated or smooth. The
prostomium is a tiny, inconspicuous lobe, with
or without eyes; it is set some distance back,
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between the notopodial ridges and immediately
over the ventral mouth. There is a small, con-
ical or subspherical, median prostomial antenna
that largely covers the prostornium. The pro-
boscis is a voluminous, unarmed, rosette-like,
eversible organ.
Parapodi a are biramous. Notopodia are long,
transversely arranged, dorsal ridges; they are
provided with many spine-l ike setae that are
arranged in transverse rows; they have ent ire or
bifid tips. Neuropodia are long, lateral exten-
sions of the body wall; they mayor may not
have a distal extension ( called a cirrus ) ; they
. are armed with one to several, strong, falcate,
composite, yellow hooks that are encased in an
embedded bundle of slender acicula ( Fig. 1 c).
The anal aperture is dorsal, near the posterior
end of the body.
In so far as known, all species occur on the
surface of sponges, in shallow to moderate
depths.
Genus SPINTHER Johnston
Spinther Johnston, 1845
Oniscosoma Sars, 1851
Cryptonot« Stimpson, 1854
Type S. oniscoides Johnston
Three species, S. oniscoides Johnston, S. mini-
aceus Grube, and S. arcticus Wiren, were recog-
nized and described in von Graff's revision
( 1888) , but the first of these with some reserve
because of the ambiguiry surrounding John-
ston 's description. Riddell (1909: 101-108)
clarified this doubt, after a study of toporypes of
S. oniscoides, and showed that von Graff's first
species is actually S. citrina (Stimpson), and
that S. oniscoides Johnston, constitutes a fourth
species. Since then, a fifth species, S. australi-
ensis Augener (1913) , has been described.
Confusion still prevails ( see Fauvel, 1923:
140 ) concerning the specific names of von
Graff, especially since the rules of nomencla-
ture were not applied in the choice of acceptable
names. Thus, although von Graff showed con-
clusively that Oniscosoma arcticum Sars (1851)
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is the same as Spinther 17umaceus Grube
( 1860 ), he retained the second name since it
was deemed undesirable to retain the first for
a form that may be southern in distribution.
However, a specific name may not be rejected for
inappropriateness (Article 32, Int. Rules Zool,
N omen.). Furthermore, the name Spinther
arcticus Wiren ( 1883) was retained for another
species which differs from the older S. arcticus
(Sars) . Again, the rules of nomenclature dic-
tate that a specific name is to be rejected as a
homonym when it has been previously used for
another species of the same genus (A rticle 35).
S. arcticus (Sars) therefore has priority over
S. miniaceus Grube, and the latter becomes a
synonym of the former; S. arcticus Wiren is
a homonym and to be rejected. I propose
S. wireni, new name, for the latter species.
The name S. m ajor Levinsen (1 883) was
proposed to replace S. arcticus Hansen (1 882)
(not Sars nor Wiren ) . It was shown by
von Graff ( 1888) to be the same as S. onis-
coides (=S. citrina (Stimpson)] .
The known species of Spinther are thus :
( 1) S. arcticus (Sars), which includes S. mini-
aceus Grube, from western and southern Europe;
(2 ) S. australiensis Augener, from southwestern
Australia; (3) S. citrina (Stimpson), which
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includes S. oniscoides von Graff (not John ston ) ,
from eastern Canada and the New England
states; (4) S. oniscoides Johnston, from Ireland;
and ( 5) S. wireni, new name, which includes
S. arcticus W iren, not Sars, nor Hansen, from
Bering Sea. A sixth species, S. alaskensis, is
newly described below.
Key to Species of Spinther
1. Ventrurn papillate _..__. . ._____ 2
1. Ventrum smooth or only wrinkled . -v • 4
2. Distal end of neurosetal shaft crenulate;
notosetae largely entire at tip, a few
bifid . . .S. citrina (Stimpson )
2. Distal end of neuroseral shaft trilobate;
notosetae entire except for a very few,
very slender, bifid ones .__._._.._._._
______ . . . S. alaskensis new species
2. Distal end of neurosetal shaft entire.i.c..; 3
3. N otosetae bifid only S. oniscoides Johnston
3. N otosetae bifid and entire, in equal num-
ber and about equally thick.__.__ .._.__. _
_. __ _._.. . .5. wireni new name
4. Neurosetae with a large lateral toorh.; _
______. .. . ._S. australiensis Augener
4. N eurosetae without a lateral tooth ....__
. . . ._. __ __.._.._.5. arcticus (Sars)
Chart Show ing Comparison of Characters for Species of Spintber
N EUROSETAE
NAME OF PARAPODIAL NUMBER LENGTH
SPECIES VENTRUM CIRRI SHAPE D ISTAL END NOTOSETAE OF IN MM.
OF SH AFT SEGM ENTS
S. oniscoides pap ill ate present falc ate smo oth bifid only 20-25 4-13
J ohn sto n smoo th (R idde l,
1909: 103)
S. citr ina pap illate present falca te crenul ate largely entire, 30-48 11- 26
(Stimpson) smooth a few bi fid, th e 2
e'CalIy thick( ralf , 1888: 17 )
S. wireni pap illate present falcate smooth bifid and enti re in 43- 52 20-25
new name smooth equa l nu mber and
eq ually thick
S. alashensls pap ill at e present fa lca te trilobed entire except for 46-47 ca. 28
new species smooth very few, very
slender bifid on es
S. ar cticus smooth absent falc ate entire bifid on ly 12-24 1-9(Sars ) smoo th
S. australiensis smooth absent falcate, ? entire bi fid on ly 15- 31 4 .5- 7.5
Au gener late ral
tooth
Annel ids of Alaska-HARTMAN
Spinther alaskensis new species
Fig. 1 a-c, 2 g-j.
Collections. Stations 51-40 (1); 66-40 (2 ).
The largest individual measures 28 mm. long
and 20 mm. wide. Number of segments is 46
or 47. The first two segments, preceding the
prostomium, and the last six or seven, following
the pygidium, are short and incomplete mid-
dorsally. The dorsum is slightly arched and
nearly uniformly covered with notopodial ridges
except for a narrow, median, longitudinal stripe
(Fig. 1 a). The ventrum is flat and solelike;
it is more or less completely covered with seg-
mentally arranged rows of spherical papillae,
strewn thickly over the neuropodial bases and
less so medially; the segmental intervals are
smooth. A broad, median region has similar
papillae but much sparser and irregularly dis-
persed.
The prostomial appendage · is a spherical
(Fig. 1 a) (station 66-40) or elongate (station
51-40) papillar lobe. The prostomium is low
and has two pairs of large, oval, reddish-brown
eyespots, located in the groove where the lobe
and body join; the anterior eyes are the larger
but the two of a side nearly merge with each
other.
The notopodial ridges (dorsal lamellae) have
wavy fore and hind margins; the waves cor-
respond in their distribution with that of the
setal fascicles, the concavity lacks setae, the con-
vexity has them. The anterior and posterior
margins of the lamellae are about equally de-
veloped. The first two pairs of notopodia, in
front of the prostomiurn, are directed forward
(Fig. 1 a); the third pair is in line with the
prostomium and farther back they are lateral in
position. The most posterior are directed back
so as to surround the anal region. The noto-
podial setae are arranged in alternating series
(Fig. 1 b) along the membranous margins of
the ridges. In median parapodia, where they
have their maximum development, there are
about 16 sets of setal fascicles in a notopodium;
they consist of eight sets in the anterior margin
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and alternate with the same number of sets in
the posterior margin. Each set consists of a
fan-shaped fascicle of about nine setae, but
some setae are embedded and visible only by dis-
section. The total number of setae in a ridge
approximates 140 to 200. The symmetry of this
pattern on a well-preserved individual is a
striking feature and may signify a unique struc-
tural character in the functioning of the in-
dividual, perhaps to aid the flow of water
forward and back.
Noropod ial setae are of two kinds (Fig. 2
b-j), They consist of thick, bluntly pointed,
straight, acicular spines numbering eight to
ten in each fan-shaped fascicle and a few, very
slender, delicate rods that are slightly curved and
distally bifid (Fig. 2 i ) . The thickness of the
latter is only one-fourth to one-sixth that of the
larger spines; they are thus easily overlooked.
Neuropodia are long and thick; they taper
distally and are provided with a thick, conical,
superior lobe (Fig. 1 c) that is somewhat post-
setal in position. Their bases are strongly
wrinkled as though capable of great lateral ex-
tension, and the ventral side is covered with
spherical papillae that resemble those on the
ventral side of the body. One, seldom two, large
composite, yellow hooks project from the distal
end of the neuropodium. These large hooks are
flat and knifelike ; their appendage is strongly
curved. The distal end of the shaft, at its longest
part, is weakly trilobed (Fig. 2 g ). The em-
bedded part of the setal bundle, by dissection,
is seen to consist of several developing, com-
posite hooks, in various stages of growth; they
are surrounded by an enveloping . acicular
bundle. The acicula are long, slender, tapering,
pale rods (Fig. 1 c).
The proboscis, partly everted in one in-
dividual, but observed also by dissection, is a
soft, voluminous, rosette-shaped sack, as is
typical of the genus.
S. alaskensis belongs to the group of species
in which the ventrum is papillose. It has noto-
podial setae with tips that are both entire and
bifid. To this group belong also S. c#rina
! ,' :
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(Stimpson) and S. wireni, mihi. In the latter,
the bifid and entire notosetae are about equal in
number and equally thick ; in the former they
are also about equally thick. In S. alaskensis,
the bifid setae are not only very few in number
but are much more slender and very incon-
spicuous. S. alaskensis attains greater size than
other species of the genus, but this character,
as also the approximate segmental count, may
have little significance (see chart on p. 16).
Holotype in the U. S. N ational Museum.
T ype locality. Canoe Bay, Alaska, in 25 to
40 fm.
Distribution. Southern Alaska.
Family PHYLLODOCIDAE
Genus NOTOPHYLLUM Oersted
Notophyllum imbricatum Moore
Fig. 3 a-c.
N otophyllum imbricatum Moore, 1906a: 217-
219, pi. 10, fig. 1-3; Moore, 1908: 329;
Berkeley, 1924: 287; Berkeley, 1942: 190.
Collection. Station 12-40 (2).
Dorsal cirri are thick, deeply and broadly im-
bricated, and uniformly drab green; they are
slightly narrowed distally; sixteenth and post-
median ones are shown in Figure 3 c, b. Neu-
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ropodia taper distally and are notched at the
end of the acicular lobe (Fig. 3 a). There are
two pairs of nuchal lappets or there may be an
additional tiny pair on the inner side.
This is known only from the northeast Pa-
cific; the present record is from the shore of
Canoe Bay.
Notophyllum foliosum (Sars)
Fig. 3 d-].
Pbyllodoce [olios» Sars, 1835: 60-61, pi. 9,
fig. 26.
Notophylltem [olioseo» Fauvel, 1923: 170-171,
fig. 16.
Collections. Station L 18-41. (1); Sand Point
(1 ) .
This is smaller than N. imbricatum (above) .
There is a single pair of broad nuchal lappets .
Dorsal cirri are imbricated ; they are suffused
and streaked with dark pigment, most intense
at the outer periphery. Dorsal cirri are more
broadly rounded distally than in N. imbricatum;
sixteenth and postmedian ones are shown in
Figure 3 I, e. Posterior neuropodia lack a deep
incision (Fig. 3 d).
This has remained unrecorded from the
Western Hemisphere. The present records are
from Bare Island in 13 to 15 fm, and from
Sand Point.
FIG. 3. Species of N otophyllum. a-c, Not ophyllum imbricatum : a, postmedian neuropodium in anterior
view, setae omitted, X 75; b, postmedian dorsal cirrus, X 15; c, sixteenth dorsal cirrus, X 15. d-], Notopbyl-
lum [oliosum: d, postmedian neuropodium in anterior view, setae omitted, X 60; b, postmedian dorsal cirrus,
X 15; I, sixteenth dorsal cirrus, X 15.
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FIG. 4. Eteone cali/orn ica (station 47-40 ) : a, anterior end in dorsal view, enlarged (the prostomial eyes are
deep seated); b, ninth parapodium in posterior view, X 99; c, far posterior parapodium in posterior view, X 99;
d, anal cirri , enlarged.
Genus ANAITIDES Czerniawsky
Key to Species of A naitides
1. Ventral cirri taper distally to a sharp
point A. mucosa
1. Ventral cirri distally blunt or rounded.... 2
2. Proboscis with six rows of papillae on a
side, with 12 or 13 in each row .
..........................................A . groenlandica
2. Proboscis with only four rows of papillae
on a side and about four papillae in
each row A. citrina
Anaitides groenlandica (Oersted)
Phyllodoce groenlandica Oersted, 1843: 192-
193, fig. 19, 20, 22, 29-32.
A naitides groenlandica Bergstrom, 1914: 141-
143, fig. 41; Berkeley, 1924: 287; Berkeley,
1942: 189.
Collections. Stations 9-40 (l) ; 51-40 ( 5);
D 14-41 ( 14) ; Canoe or Pavlof Bay (l ).
Th is is a large, robust species. The proboscis
has six rows of papillae on a side, with 12 or
13 in each row, at the middle of the series.
Dorsal cirri are large and the distal ends are
truncate.
Originally described from Greenland, this has
been reported from both sides of northern
North America. The present individuals were
dredged from Canoe Bay and the Bering Sea.
Anaitides mucosa (Oersted )
Phyllodoce mucosa Oersted, 1843: 31, fig. 25,
79, 83, 89; Moore, 1908: 328.
A naitides mucosa Bergstrom, 1914: 143-144,
fig. 43.
Phyllodoce citrina Berkeley, 1924: 287.
Phyllodoce ( A naitides ) mucosa Berkeley, 1945:
324.
Collection. Station 131-40 (l ).
Dorsal cirri are trapezoidal in shape; ventral
cirri are broad basally, acutely pointed distally.
This species has been recorded previously from
Alaska (Moore, 1908: 328) . The present record
is off Cape Chiniak, in 32 to 35 fm.
Anaitides citrina (Malmgren )
Phyllodoce citrina Malmgren, 1866: 95-96, pl.
13, fig. 24; Moore, 1908: 328; Fauvel, 1923:
150, fig. 52.
A naitides citrina Bergstrom, 1914: 140-141,
fig. 41.
Phyllodoce (Anaitides) citrina Berkeley, 1945:
324.
.~.
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Collections. Stations 12-40 (1); 35-40 (1,
juvenile).
The proboscis has only four rows of papillae
on a side, with about four papillae in each row.
This species has been recorded from Afognak
Island, Alaska (Moore, 1908), and western
Canada (Berkeley, 1945); the present records
are from the vicinity of Pavlof Bay.
Genus EULALIA Savigny
Eulalia viridis (Miiller)
Fig. 5 a.
Nereis viridis Muller, 1771: 156.
Eulalia viridis Fauvel, 1923: 160, fig. 57; Berke-
ley, 1924: 288; Berkeley, 1942: 189.
Collections. Stations 21-40 (1); 20-40 to
22-40 (4); 24-40 (1); 47-40 (1); 51-40
(3) .
br-__
FIG. 5. Species of Eulalia and Eteone. a, Eulalia
viridis (station 24-40): 118th or twenty-second last
parapodium in anterior view showing long dorsal cir-
rus, X 61. b, Eteone spetsbergensis (station D 14-
41): postmedian parapodium, X 48.
The number of segments is about 140, length
is 32 rom. The proboscis is closely covered with
papillae. Dorsal cirri are considerably prolonged,
fully three to four times as long as wide (Fig.
5 a); ventral cirri extend distally beyond the
setal lobes.
This cosmopolitan species has been reported
previously from the northeast Pacific (Berkeley,
1924 and 1942). The present records are from
southwestern Alaska, taken in shallow dredging.
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Genus ETEONE Savigny
Eteone spetsbergensis Malmgren
Fig. 5 b.
Eteone spetsbergensis Malmgren, 1866: 102,
pl, 15, fig. 38; Bergstrom, 1914: 202-204,
fig. 77; Berkeley, 1945: 325.
Collection. D 14-41 (1).
A single, large, robust individual, 60 rom.
long, with eggs, has the 15 last segments re-
generated. The dorsum is pale and has a broad,
longitudinal, reddish-brown stripe on either
side, most intense in the anterior half; the pig-
ment does not cover the dorsal or ventral cirri.
Throughout the body the dorsal cirri are broader
than long and are asymmetrical; the ventral
cirri are distally blunt (Fig. 5 b shows a para-
podium from a postmedian segment).
This Arctic species has been reported from
the Bering Sea by Bergstrom (1914), and from
western Canada by Berkeley (1945); the pres-
ent collection comes from the Bering Sea, in
36 fm.
Eteone californica Hartman
Fig. 4 a·d.
Eteone californica Hartman, 1936a: 131, fig.
49-51.
Collections. Stations 47-40 (4); 60-40 (1);
108-40 (7); Dolgai Harbor (3).
The color (preserved) is dull green, most
intense on dorsal and ventral cirri. These in-
dividuals are fully four to five times as large as
some from the type locality (San Francisco
Bay, California). The prostomium has two em-
bedded, dark eyes, and a tiny nuchal papilla at
its posterior margin (Fig. 4 a). The proboscis
terminates distally in 14 soft, subglobular papil-
lae; its proximal portion is smooth. The first
setigerous segment is smaller than those follow-
ing and it lacks dorsal cirri. In the anterior
region the ventral cirri extend distally about as
far as the setigerous lobe (Fig. 4 b) , but by the
twenty-fourth segment the ventral cirri are
shorter and come to be inconspicuous (Fig. 4
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c) in postmedian segments. The anal ring has
a pair of short, blunt processes (Fig. 4 d).
This species is known from central California,
shore, and western Mexico (Rioja, 1941: 687);
the range is hereby extended to southwestern
Alaska, from shore to 25 fm.
Family SYLLIDAE
Genus TYPOSYLLIS Langerhans
Key to Species of Typosyllis
1. Prostomium partly covered by a nuchal
collar (Fig. 6 a) T. collaris
1. Prostomium without a nuchal collar........ 2
2. Setae distally bidentate. ........................... 3
2. Setae distally entire... ............................... 5
3. Anterior dorsum with a pigment pattern
consisting of broken transverse lines..
................................................T .armillaris
3. Dorsum without pigment pattern (pre-
served) 4
4. Superior setae in anterior segments with
long appendage; articulation of setae
complete , T. alternata
4. Superior setae in anterior segments
with shorter appendage; articulation
of setae incomplete T. elongata
5. Larger, 100 mm. long or longer; dorsal
cirri short T. stewarti
5. Smaller, about 30 mm. long; dorsal cirri
long T. pulchra
Typosyllis alternata (Moore)
new combination
Syllis alternata Moore, 1908: 323-325, fig. a-I;
Berkeley, 1923: 206; Berkeley, 1938: 37-38.
Collections. 35-40 (1); Lazy Bay (4).
Setae are entirely composite; this species is
therefore referred to the genus Typosyllis. There
are four atokous individuals, and a female
epitokous stolon from Lazy Bay. Antennae and
dorsal cirri are clearly articulate throughout. In
the anterior region, dorsal cirri are about equally
long, but thereafter they alternate long and
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short, the number of articles ranging from 25
to 18. Ventral cirri are fairly long throughout.
Setae are of a single kind, distally bidentate, but
those in the superior part of the fascicle, espe-
cially in anterior segments, tend to have long
appendages. Superior and inferior setae from a
postmedian segment are similar to anterior
setae but somewhat thicker and have a shorter
appendage. Acicula are yellow and distally
knobbed.
A female epitokous individual consists of head
and 26 setigerous segments; swimming setae
are present on all except the first segment. The
prostomium is bilobed and has four reddish
eyes. The anterior ones are much the larger
and oblong in shape; they are antero-ventral in
position and have elongate lenses; the posterior
eyes are circular in shape.
Syllis harti Berkeley (1941 : 36) from British
Columbia, Canada, also appears to be a Typo-
syllis, since it is provided with only composite
setae. It bears resemblance to T. alternata, but
in the former the ventral cirri are even longer
than in the latter, and the dorsal cirri have 30
to 40 articles each.
T. alternata was originally described from
Alaska and has been reported from the north-
east Pacific, south to southern California (Moore,
1923: 256) and from western Mexico (Rioja,
1941: 691). The present specimens are from
southwestern Alaska.
Typosyllis elongata (Johnson)
new combination
Pionosyllis elongata Johnson, 1901: 403-405,
pl. 6, fig. 67-70, pI. 7, fig. 71.
Syllis elongat« Berkeley, 1923: 206; Berkeley,
1938: 41; Berkeley, 1942: 190; Rioja, 1941:
688.
Collections. Stations 12-40 (1); 20-40 to
22-40 (1 ) ; 24-40 (1); 51-40 (5); 108-40
(4); D 11-41 (1).
This was originally described in the genus
Pionosyllis because the palpi are partly fused at
their bases. Berkeley (1938: 38) has ques-
tioned the value of this character and I agree
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with her conclusion. Since all setae are com-
posite (or presumably so), and dorsal cirri are
articulate, it is herewith referred to T yposyllis.
Setae are few in parapodia. Anteriorly there are
about 12 in a parapodium; the dorsal one to
three often lack their appendage, thus resem-
bling simple setae, but this lack is believed to
be due to loss through wear. Posteriorly each
parapodium has only about six setae, and the
dorsal ones similarly lack a distal appendage.
In anterior segments the superior setae are
slender and have longer append ages than those
in the inferior part of the fascicle, or those in
median and posterior segments. Their tips are
bidentate, with an accessory tooth that is very
slender and long; when worn, such setae appear
to have an entire tip. The cutting edge has a
row of fine spines; the outer side of the shaft
has a few fine spines at its thickened portion.
True ypsiloid (simple) setae are lacking (see
also Berkeley, 1938: 41) . In far posterior seg-
ments, the setae are similar to those in median
segments but more slender. In all setae the
articulation tends to be incomplete.
T. elongate differs from T. alternat« (see
above) in that the setal articulation is incom-
plete in the former, complete in the latter; the
appendage of anterior setae is shorter in the
first than in the second; the superior seta
often resembles an ypsiloid one in the first,
whereas it retains its appendage in the second.
T. elongata was originally described from W ash-
ington south to California but has since been
reported from various parts of the northeast
Pacific ( see synonymy above) . The present
records are from southern Alaska to the Pribilof
Islands in the Bering Sea, from shore to 125 fm.
T ypos yllis armillaris (Milller)
N ereis armillttris Milller, 1776: 2626.
Syllis armillaris Moore, 1908 : 323; Berkeley,
1923: 206.
Syllis (Typosyllis ) armillaris Fauvel, 1923:
264-265, fig. 99.
Collections. Stations 60-40 (5) ; 61-40
(10) ; 70-40 (4 ) ; L 18-41 (5) .
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Originally described from Greenland, this
species has been reported from cosmopolitan
areas, especially in boreal and arctic seas. The
present records are from Leonard Harbor in
20 to 25 fm., Cold Bay in 15 to 35 fm., and
northwest side of Bare Island, in 13 to 15 fm.
TyposyHis pulchra (Berkeley)
Sylli; pulchra Berkeley, 1938: 34-35, fig. 1.
T yposyllis pulchra Hartman, 1944: 250.
Collection. Station 108-40 (3) .
This species is pigmented chocolate brown
dorsally. Composite setae have entire tips.
Originally described from western Canada, it
has been found in central California (Hartman,
1944: 250). The present record is Alirak Bay,
shore.
T yposyllis stewarti (Berkeley)
new combination
Syllis stewarti Berkeley, 1942: 191.
Collection. Station 108-40 ( 1).
A single large, much-coiled individual has a
strongly arched dorsum; it is chocolate brown
above, pale below; cirri and antennae are also
pale. Antennae and dorsal cirri are short but
distinctly moniliform. The median prostom ial
antenna is inserted far back at the posterior
margin of the prostomium, Parapodia are in-
conspicuous though fleshy; there are about five
yellow acicula in each; they terminate distally
in a blunt tip. Setae are composite and of a
single kind; therefore, the species is considered
a T yposyllis. The appendage is short and fal-
cigerous; it has a smooth tip and the cutting
edge has a few long spines. The uppermost ones
resemble those below. Anterior setae resemble
those in posterior and median segments but
those in the middle of the body are thicker and
larger than those elsewhere.
T. stewarti has heretofore been known only
through a single individual from Vancouver
Island, Canada (Berkeley, 1942); the present
record is Alitak Bay, shore.
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Typosyllis collaris new species
Fig. 6 a-c.
Collection. Station D 8-41 (4).
Several small individuals are colorless except
for the four red eyes; the largest one measures
12 mm. long for 45 segments but is posteriorly
incomplete. The body is short and plump. The
prostorniurn is broader than long; it has a long
median, and two shorter lateral, antennae and
the four eyes are in trapezoidal arrangement
(Fig. 6 a); the posterior portion is somewhat
overlain by a nuchal lobe (hence the specific
name) which extends forward to the posterior
margin of the posterior eyes. The prostornial
antennae are articulate, most distinctly so in
their distal halves and decreasingly so to near
their bases; the median one is more than twice
as long as the paired ones (Fig. 6 a). The palpi
are free from one another except at their bases;
they are broadly subrectangular and about as
wide as long.
The probo scis termin ates distally in 10 soft,
widely spaced papillae; on its dorsal side at the
anterior end there is a conspicuous semitranslu -
cent greenish tooth , equitriangular in shape.
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The proportions of prostomial antennae, tenta-
cular cirri, and anterior dorsal cirri are shown
in Figure 6 a.
The parapodia are short and plump but taper
slightly distally. The anterior ones resemble the
posterior, except that setae tend to be more
numerous in front. Dorsal cirri are articled in
their distal halves but are more or less smooth
at the base. In anterior parapodia the postsetal
lobe is slightly prolonged but the setal lobe is
blunt. In median and postmedian parapodia
(Fig. 6 b) the presetallobe is somewhat drawn
out and shorter than the postsetal one.
Setae are entirely composite and resemble
one another throughout. The superior and in-
ferior ones in any fascicle, as also those in
anterior and posterior segments, are similar to
one another, but the appendage of the first is
slightly longer than that in the last. They num-
ber 25 to 30 in anterior segments and decrease
to 15 to 18 in posterior segments. The shaft is
distally spinous; the appendage is short, boldly
bidenrare at its free end and there are a few
long spines along the cutting edge (Fig. 6 c) .
Acicula are pale yellow, slightly knobbed dis-
tally, and number usually two in a parapodium.
a c
FIG. 6. Typosyllis collaris new species: a, anterior end in dorsal view, enlarged; b, postmedian parapodium
in anterior view, only some of the 18 setae shown, X 89; c, seta from a median parapodium, X 956.
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Anal cirri are long, slender though coiled, and
closely articled.
T. collaris is unique among species of the
genus Typosyllis in having a nuchal collar;
tentacular and dorsal cirri are articulate in their
distal halves but tend to be smooth at the base;
setae have a spinous shaft and a bidentate ap-
pendage; ventral cirri are short throughout. In
some respects this recalls Syllis cucullata Me-
Intosh (1908: 191) from the Isle of Wight,
which also has a nuchal collar and short com-
posite setae but in this the setae are distally
entire and the nuchal collar is not so wide as in
T. collaris. Also, the prostomial antennae are
much longer. Since setae are presumably en-
tirely composite in S. cucullata, it is perhaps
also to be referred to the genus Typosyllis.
Holotype in the U. S. National Museum.
. Type locality. Bering Sea in 42 fm.
Distribution. Alaska.
Genus TRYPANOSYLLIS Claparede
Trypanosyllis gemmipara Johnson
Trypanosyllis gemmipara Johnson, 1901: 405-
406, pI. 7, fig. 72-76; Johnson, 1902: 302-
315, fig. 7-17; Moore, 1908: 328; Berkeley,
1923: 207; Berkeley, 1938: 42; Berkeley,
1942: 191.
Collection. Station 82-40 (1).
The last 10 or more segments are very short,
taper strongly distally, and are immediately
preceded, on the ventral side, by a thick cluster
of 30 or more buds of varying sizes. This
species has been reported from the northeast
Pacific. The present record is from near Big
Koniuji Island in 25 to 30 fm,
Genus AUTOLYTUS Grube
Autolytus magnus Berkeley
Autolytus magnus Berkeley, 1923: 210, pI. 1,
fig. 3,4; Berkeley, 1938: 47; Berkeley, 1945:
318.
Collection. Station 20-40 to 22-40 (1).
This is a single, arokous, much-coiled in-
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dividuaI. The nuchal epaulettes are long, sin-
uous lappets that extend from the posterior
margin of the prostomium and diverge outward,
following the inner bases of parapodia; they
extend back through the fifth setigerous seg-
ment. The prostornium is trapezoidal, widest
anteriorly, and longer than wide; it has four
red eyes near the ectal margins. The three an-
tennae are thick, long, and wrinkled but not
articulated; the median one exceeds the paired
ones in length and all are longer than the peris-
tomial cirri. The anterior dorsal cirri are only
about half as long as the paired prostomial
antennae. Palpi are fused medially and only
about half as long as the prostomium when
seen from the dorsum.
Parapodiallobes are thick, the setae disposed
in close, thick fascicles in anterior and median
segments but diminish in number farther back.
Anterior parapodia have five or six acieula in
each; median parapodia have about four each;
they are yellow, taper distally and terminate in
acute points. Setae are entirely composite, the
shaft distally spinous, the appendage bidentare
with strong, secondary tooth.
A. magnus has been described through the
Sacconereis (= epitoke female) (Berkeley,
1923) and the Polybostrichus (= epitoke
male) (Berkeley, 1938, 1945) stages, both
from British Columbia. The present atokous
form is from Canoe Bay, in 15 to 40 fm.
Family NEPHTYIDAE
Genus NEPHTYS Cuvier
Nephrys caeca (Fabricius)
Nereis caeca Fabricius, 1780: 304-305.
Nephtys caeca Johnson, 1901: 401-402; Moore,
1908: 341; Berkeley, 1924: 290; Berkeley,
1942: 192.
Collections. Stations 35-40 (1); 51-40 (1);
A 61-41 (7); Lazy Bay (10).
Some individuals measure nearly 8 inches
long (preserved) . Branchiae are not present
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before the fifth or sixth segments and the first
few pairs are small; the last four or more seg-
ments are abranchiate, but the last 10 or more
pairs of branchiae are small and papillar. The
proboscis has 22 rows of papillae at its distal
end; the proximal surface (on the everted pro-
boscis) is covered with low, wartlike elevations.
N. caeca is a cold-water species, common in
the northeast ·Pacific, rarely occurring south
to central California (Hartman, 1938: 148) .
The present collections are from southwestern
Alaska, shore to 40 fm.
Family. NEREIDAE
Genus NEANTHES Kinberg
Neanthes brandti (Malmgren)
Alitta brandti Malmgren, 1866: 183.
N ereis virens Johnson, 1901: 398, pI. 3, fig.
26-30; Moore, 1908: 344.
N eanthes brandti Hartman, 1944b: 252.
Collection. Lazy Bay, off Alitak Bay (5).
This species is distinguished from N. virens
(Sars) chiefly in the greater dentition of the
proboscidial armature. It occurs commonly
throughout the northeast Pacific, south to south-
ern California. The present record is within
the known range.
Genus CHEILONEREIS Benham
Cheilonereis cyclurus (Harrington)
N ereis eyelurus Harrington, 1897: 210-220,
pl. 16, fig. 1-3, pl. 17, fig. 1-7, pI. 18, fig.
1-5; Johnson, 1901: 400, pl. 4, fig. 46, pI. 5,
fig. 48-52; Moore, 1908: 343-344; Berkeley,
1924: 292.
Cheilonereis eyelurus Hartman, 1940: 219.
Collection. Station 107-40 (1) ..
The single individual comes from Alitak Bay,
in 30 fm. It has previously been reported from
Alaska (see synonymy above).
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Genus NEREIS Linnaeus
Nereis procera Ehlers
N ereis proeera Ehlers, 1868: 557-559, pI. 23,
fig. 2; Johnson, 1901: 400-401, pI. 4, fig.
47, pI. 5, fig. 53-59; Moore, 1908: 343;
Berkeley, 1924: 291-292; Berkeley, 1945:
326.
Collection. Station 24-40 (2).
This species has been recorded from various
parts of the northeast Pacific. The present col-
lection comes from Canoe Bay, trawled from
125 fm. ·
Nereis zonata Malmgren
N ereis zonata Malmgren, 1867: 164, pI. 6, fig.
34; Fauvel, 1923: 338-339, fig-, 130.
Collection. Station 51-40 (3).
Length of a complete individual is 70 mm.
for 73 setigerous segments. In one specimen
the body cavity contains large ova. The peris-
tomial tentacles are short, the longest reach back
to the anterior end of the first setigerous seg-
.ment; the shortest are about as long as the
prostornial antennae. Parapodial ligules do not
change greatly from anterior to posterior reo
gions, but the dorsal portion changes gradually.
In postmedian and far posterior segments the
differences are most notable; here the dorsal
ligule is approximately quadrangular, the inser-
tion of dorsal cirrus carried outward. Still far-
ther back, the length of dorsal and ventral cirri
comes to be increasingly great. .Anal cirri are
tapering and about as long as the last seven
setigerous segments.
Homogomph falcigerous notosetae are first
present from about the thirty-second segment;
they have a long appendage with denticulations
on one side. The proboscis is provided with a
pair of thick, dark-brown jaws with five blunt
teeth on the cutting edge. On the maxillary
ring, area I has two small cones in tandem; area
II has about 24 larger and smaller cones in
irregular crescentic arrangement; area III has
about 20 larger and smaller cones in an oval
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patch; area IV has about 25 cones in a crescent,
the largest ones on the side toward area III. On
the oral ring, area V has none, area VI has seven
or eight small circular cones; areas VII and VIII
(continuous) have seven larger pointed cones
in a row on the maxillary side and about six
to eight irregular rows of many tiny cones;
those on the oral side are gradually smaller. The
largest cones are on areas II and IV and those
on the maxillary side of VII.
The proportions of dorsal ligule to other
parts of the parapodium, especially in far pos-
terior parapodia, differ somewhat from those
described (Malmgren, 1867) for individuals
from the type locality, in that in the present
case the dorsal ligule is relatively larger, but in
other respects there is agreement.
Originally described from Greenland, this
species has been reported from both sides of
the Atlantic. The present record is Canoe Bay,
25 to 40 fm.
Nereis vexillosa Grube
Nereis vexillosa Grube, 1851: 4-6, pI. 2, fig. 1,
5, 6; Johnson, 1901: 399, pI. 3, fig. 31, 32,
pI. 4, fig. 33-38; Berkeley, 1924: 290-291.
Collections. Stations 3-40 (18); 47-40 (3);
108-40 (4); Dolgai Harbor (5); Lazy Bay,
off Alitak Bay (2); head of Lazy Bay (10).
This species is well known in the north
Pacific, from Alaska south to central California.
The present records are from shore stations in
southwestern Alaska.
Nereis pelagica Linnaeus
Nereis pelagica Linnaeus, 1761: 508; Moore,
1908: 342; Fauvel, 1923: 336-337, fig. 130;
Berkeley, 1924: 291; Berkeley, 1942: 192.
Collections. Stations 12-40 (7); 31-40 (2);
33-40 (4); 34-40 (1); 51-40 (12); 52-40
(1); 61-40 (2); 70-40 (1); 108-40 (3);
128-40 (1); C 5-41 (2); D 15-41 (3);
Mitrofania Bay (2 male epitokes).
This species is apparently common through-
out littoral areas of the northeast Pacific. In
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some individuals the parapodial ligules are
opaque white, in others fuscous to dusky black,
as typical for N. neonigripes Hartman (1936).
In all, however, the proboscidial parts are much
alike and the proportions of parapodia are
similar. Homogomph falcigerous notosetae are
present from a premedian segment and are
continued posteriorly to the end. In the two
male epitokous individuals from Mitrofania
Bay, .there are only 16, instead of 17, anterior
setigerous segments, and natatory parapodia are
continued posteriorly to the end. I am now
inclined to regard N. neonigripes Hartman
(1936b: 471-472) from California as a variety
of N. pelagica, if not merely a color phase. In
living individuals the dark parapodialligules of
the latter are striking but they tend to fade out
in fixed specimens.
N. pelagica has been widely reported from
all seas.
Nereis neoneanthes new species
Fig. 7 a-d.
Collections. Station C 150-41 (1), western
Oregon (1).
A single incomplete individual was removed
from within a sabellid tube ; it is over 100 mm.
long but the body is soft and slightly macerated.
There are over 131 segments; the body is long
and slender. The prostomium has four circular,
embedded eyes in the usual arrangement. The
paired palpi have long bases that project for-
ward beyond the paired antennae; their pal-
podes are subsphericai. The peristornial ten-
tacles are short, simple, and tapering; the longest
reaches back to about the third setigerous seg-
ment, the shortest is almost twice as long as a
prostomial antenna. The perisrornial ring is
nearly twice as long as the first setigerous ring.
The proboscis is unique in having many
paragnaths. The oral ring has many rounded
paragnaths, all similar in appearance but those
on the maxillary side increase in size gradually.
The paragnaths cover most of the oral ring of
areas VII and VIII and are only slightly sepa-
rated by a narrow space from those of paired
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areas VI. Each area VI has six or eight similar
cones, and area V has three slightly larger cones
than those on area VI. The largest paragnaths
of the oral ring are those on the maxillary side
of area VI. On the maxillary ring, area I has a
single small cone, area II has a narrow crescent
of four or five small cones; III has an oval patch
of about 18 cones, including four larger ones
on the oral side and others of varying sizes; the
largest are about equal to those on the maxillary
side of area VII; area IV has a crescent of about
14 in approximately two rows intermediate in
size between those of III and II. Jaws are trans-
lucent, dark, horny, brown, and thick; there
are 12 short, crenulate, slightly oblique teeth
along the cutting edge.
The first and second parapodia are uniaci-
cular and uniramous as typical of the genus.
From the third , slender dark acicula occur singly
in each lobe and are continued so throughout.
Anterior parapodia have nearly equal dorsal,
middle, and ventral ligules; there is no ligule
in the notoacicular portion; the neuroacicular
lobe is shorter than the parapodial ligules; the
dorsal cirrus is inserted at the base of the dorsal
ligule and extends distally about as far; · the
ventral cirrus is shorter than the ventral lobe.
Parapodial ligules change little proceeding
back except for the dorsal one; already in the
anterior third ofthe body it increases in width,
surpassing the others in size and by the middle
it extends distally beyond the others. The inser-
tion of the dorsal cirrus is gradually outward
and comes to be about midway on the dorsal
ligule (Fig. 7 a).
Setae are of the usual kind. Notopodia are
provided with only homogomph spinigers in
anterior segments; from about segment 40 there
are one or two homogomph falcigers (Fig. 7
c) accompanying the spinigers and they finally
replace the latter. At their greatest develop-
ment the falcigers number five or six in median
segments, but the number decreases further
back. Under low magnification these hooks ap-
pear dusky. Neuropodia are provided with
homogomph spinigers superiorly, and with
heterogomph falcigers (Fig. 7 b ) and hetero-
gomph spinigers below the aciculum.
FIG. 7. N ereis neoneanthes new species (a-c from station C 150-41, d from Oregon) : a, postmedian
parapod ium, X 44 ; b, neuropodial falcigerous hook from same parapodium, X 700; c, notopodial falcigerous
hook from same parapodium, X 700; d, far posterior parapodium, X 88.
bC'
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, A' more complete; well-preserved individual
is in the collections of the Allan Hancock Foun-
dation and comes from 35 miles west of Depoe
Bay, Oregon, dredged in 60 to 74 fm. This is
100 mm. long and has over 225 segments. The
body is similarly long and slender, and tapers
posteriorly. No color remains except for small,
paired brown spots dorsally, at the sides, within
the parapodial bases. The parapodial ligules
are opaque ·white. The everted proboscis has
about the same paragnathal formula as that de-
scribed for the individual from Moffet Point.
Notopodial falcigers are first present from seg-
ment 46. A far posterior parapodium is shown
in Figure 7 d.
. .:N. neoneanthes is characterized in having
paragnaths on all areas of the proboscis, those
of areas VII and VIIIare most numerous; para-
podia change posteriorly such that the dorsal
ligule comes to be broad and long, carrying the
dorsal cirrus to about midway its length. Aci-
cula are black and occur singly in parapodial
lobes; .homogomph falcigers have a short ap-
pendage with blunt tooth distally and fine teeth
on the cutting edge. The body form is long and
slender. In the last-named respect N. neone-
tinthes resembles N. procera Ehlers, but the two
differ in their proboscidial arrangement and
p,arapodial parts. In its high paragnathal count,
it approaches N. eakini Hartman, but the latter
has different parapodial parts.
Holotype in the U. S. National Museum.
Type locality. Off Moffet Point, Alaska, in
60 fm.
Distribution. Alaska and Oregon, in 60 to
74 frn.
Genus PLATYNEREIS Kinberg
'Platynereis agassizi (Ehlers)
Nereis agassizi Ehlers, 1868: 542-546, pl, 23,
fig. 1; Johnson, ' 1901: 399-400, pi. 4, fig.
39-45; Berkeley, 1924: 292.
Platynereis agassizi Moore, 1908: 344.
Platynereis .dumerilii agassizi Berkeley, 1942:
192.
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Collections. Stations 27-40 (1); 33-40 .(3);
97-40 (1); 129-40 (2);Ll1-41 (4);L20-
41 (15).
The individuals here recorded are smaller
than those typical for central California, ap-
proximating only one-half to two-thirds the size
of the latter. P. agassizi has been widely re-
ported from parts of the northeast Pacific. The
present records are from southwestern Alaska,
in 14 to 48 fm.
Family GLYCERIDAE
Genus GLYCERA Savigny
Glycera capitata Oersted
Glycera capitata Oersted, 1843: 196-198, fig.
87-88,90-94,96,99; Berkeley, 1927a: 411;
Berkeley, 1942: 193.
Collections. Stations 33-40 (1); 34-40 (2);
51-40 (3); A 61-40 (1); CT 12-41 (1);
D 3-41 (1); Lazy Bay (1); Seldovia (1). .
Originally known from Greenland, this spe-
cies has since been reported from arctic and
boreal seas. The present records are from south-
western Alaska, in 17 to 150 fm.
Genus HEMIPODUS Quatrefages
Hemipodus borealis Johnson
Hemipodus borealis Johnson, 1901: 411-412,
pi. 10, fig. 104; Hartman, 1940: 244, pi. 43,
fig. 121.
Collections. Crab Bay, summer 1932, col-
lected by E. F. Ricketts (1); Sitka, August
1932, collected by E. F. Ricketts (2).
The ringed prosromium and uniramous para-
podia characterize this as a Hemipodus. It is
the only known representative of the genus from
Alaska. Its range is southward to western Mex-
ico, in littoral sandy zones.
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Genus GLYCINDE F. Muller
Glycinde pieta Berkeley
Glycinde picta Berkeley, 1927a: 412; Berkeley,
1942: 194.
Collections. Stations 35-40 (2 anterior frag-
ments); 97-40 (1).
The parapodial change, from uniramous to
biramous condition, occurs at the twenty-ninth
segment in all individuals, instead of the twenty-
fifth to twenty-seventh segment, as described
by Berkeley (1927a: 412). Where notopodia
are developed they have an elongate dorsal cir-
rus and a broadly rounded presetal lamella.
They are provided with five or six yellow,
simple, hooded hooks. Neuropodia have a dor-
sal, triangular postsetallobe and a longer, though
similar, presetal lobe throughout the length of
the body; the presetallobe is the longer. Neuro-
setae are composite spinigers with heterogomph
articulation. The prostomium has two eyes on
the basal ring and two less distinct spots on the
distal ring. The proboscis is provided distally
with two large, dentate jaw pieces on the dorsal
side, and a circlet of many tiny, quadricuspidate
pieces laterally and ventrally.
This species is known only from British
Columbia and Alaska. The stations here re-
corded are southwestern Alaska, in 18 to 30 fm.
Family LUMBRINERIDAE
Genus LUMBRINERIS Blainville
Lumbrineris bicirrata Treadwell
Lumbrinereis bicirrata Treadwell, 1929: 1-3,
fig. 1, 2.
Lumbrineris bicirrata Hartman, 1944: 156.
Collections. Stations 52-40 (1); 59-40 (2).
The original collection came from Friday
Harbor, Washington; present records are from
Canoe Bay in 40 fm., and between Inner Iliasik
and Goloi Island, in 20 to 30 fm.
Lumbrineris latreilli Audouin and Edwards
Lumbrineris latreilli Audouin and Edwards,
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1833: 242-244; Berkeley, 1942: 195; Hart-
man, 1944: 158.
Lumbriconereis latreilli Fauvel, 1923: 431-432,
fig. 171.
Collections. Station 12-40 (1); 108-40 (4);
L 18-41 (1).
This species is cosmopolitan in distribution.
The present records are from southwestern
Alaska, from shore to 15 fm.
Lumbrineris zonata (Johnson)
Lumbriconereis zonata Johnson, 1901: 408-409,
pl. 9, fig. 93-100.
Lumbrineris zonata Hartman, 1944: 146-147
(with synonymy).
Collection. Sitka, August 1932, collected by
E. F. Ricketts (1).
This species was originally . described from
Washington but has since been recorded from
other parts of the northeast Pacific to Lower
California. The present record is the most
northern one.
Family ARABELLIDAE
Genus DRILONEREIS Claparede
Drilonereis nuda Moore
Drilonereis nuda Moore, 1909: 254-256,pl. 8,
fig. 21-23; Hartman, 1944: 178-179, pl, 13,
fig. 297-302 (with synonymy).
Collection. Sitka, August, 1932, collected by
E. F. Ricketts (1).
Previously recorded from central California,
south to Panama, this marks the most northern
record for the species and genus.
Family DORVILLEIDAE
Genus DORVILLEA Parfitt
.Dorvillea pseudorubrovittata Berkeley
Dorvillea pseudorubrovittata Berkeley, 1927a:
409-410; Hartman, 1944: 189.
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Collection. Station 70-40 (4).
The articulation and proportion of palpi and
antennae agree well with those in the original
description. The species is known only through
the original account from British .Columbia
(Berkeley, 1927a) ; the present individuals are
from Cold Bay, in 15 to 35 fm.
Family ORBINIIDAE
Genus Harr.oscor.orr.os Monro
Key to Species of H aploseoloplos
1. Subpodal lobe (Fig. 8 b) present .
..............................................H. alaskensis
1. Subpodallobe absent................................ 2
2. Thor ax consists of 20 segments ; branch-
iae present from sixteenth segment;
thoracic postsetal lobe short, papillar
................................................H. elongata
2. Thorax consists of 14 segments; branch-
iae present from eleventh segment;
thoracic postsetallobe long (Fig. 8 e )
........................................................ H. sp.
Haploscoloplos elongata (Johnson )
Seoloplos elongata Johnson, 1901: 412-413,
pI. 10, fig. 105-110; Berkeley, 1927a: 413.
H aploseoloplos elongata Hartman, 1944b : 257.
Collection. 59-40 (3).
Thoracic neuropodia are provided with only
pointed setae; acicular spines and subuluncini
are absent; this is therefore referred to Haplo-
seoloplos. Specific characters include the fol-
lowing. The prostomium is pointed, triangular.
Branchiae are first present from the sixteenth
setigerous segment; they are small through three
to five segments, but broad and laterally fim-
briated farther back. The thorax consists of
20 setigerous segments in which the last one is
transitional. Thoracic notopodia and neuropo-
dia have a short, simple, posrsetal lobe at the
mid-length of their ridges; at first they resemble
papillae but by the transitional segment they are
larger and triangular.
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Subpodal lobes, ventral cirri, and intercirri
are absent. Setae are long, pointed, and spinous
along their free length ; those in thorax and
abdomen, in noropodia and neuropodia, reo
semble one another except for their relative
thicknesses and lengths. In addition, three to
five furcate setae occur in abdominal notopodia,
accompanying the pointed ones.
The dorsum, between the bases of the larger
branchiae, is marked with a reticulated pigment
pattern that persists in alcohol. The branchial
tips and the broad neuropodial flanges have a
punctate dark pigment. It is this pigmented
feature, together with the similarity of the pro-
boscis, that first prompted the identity of these
individuals with Johnson 's description of the
species. In other respects there is likewise agree-
ment, but the original description is lacking in
important details.
Seoloplos aemeeeps Chamberlin ( 1919: 15) ,
from California, is another species since it has
acicular spines in thoracic neuropodia; it is a
true Seoloplos Blainville.
H. elongata was originally recorded from
Puget Sound, Washington; the present in-
dividuals come from between Inner Iliasik and
Goloi Island, in 20 to 30 fm..
Haploscoloplos alaskensis new species
Fig. 8 a·e.
Collections. Stations 35-40 (l); 60-40 (l);
Lazy Bay (6).
One individual, posteriorly incomplete, meas-
ures 30 rom. long for 146 segments. No color
remains (preserved). The prostomium is an-
teriorly pointed, equitriangular and conical, or
only slightly depressed; there are no visible
eyespots. The first segment is achaetous and
apodous. The thorax includes the first 16 setig-
erous segments; dense fascicles of pointed setae
occur in .both notopodia and neuropodia. The
seventeenth segment marks the beginning of
the abdominal region; neuropod ial lobes are
longer and slenderer than those in front, and
the setae are disposed in prolonged slender tufts.
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FIG . 8. Species of Haploscoloplos. a-c, Haploscoloplos alaslsensis new species: a, far posterior
parapodium in anterior view, X 90; b, seventeenth parapodium in posterior view, X 140;
c, furcate notopodial seta, X 3950. d-j, Haploscoloplos sp. (Greenland): d, fiftieth parapodium
in posterior view, X 156; e, tenth parapodium in posterior view, X 156; I, furcate notopodial
seta, X 3950 .
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Branchiae are first present from the eleventh
or twelfth setigerous segment; the first are very
small but they elongate and widen rapidly
through six segments and come to be large at
the beginning of the abdominal region. Pr~­
served, many branchiae lack fringe at their outer
margins, but a few retain a delicate, close pube-
scence that extends distally to a subterminal
enlargement (Fig. 8 a).
In the first 14 segments parapodia have an
elongate, triangular postsetallobe along the mid-
length of both notoseral and neurosetal ridges.
These lobes increase in size gradually through
the thoracic region. From the thirteenth setig-
erous segment another small lobe, resembling
a ventral cirrus, makes its appearance; it is at
the lower edge of the neurosetal ridge; it in-
creases in size through four segments, to the
sixteenth one and is continued back to the
twenty-second parapodium, where it merges
with the superior part of a broad parapodial
flange. At the sixteenth setigerous segment a
subpodallobe (Fig. 8 b), located some distance
below the lower podal one, makes its ap-
pearance. It is usually simple, rarely bifid. This
subpodal lobe moves gradually more ventrally
in position; it is continued into the anterior
abdominal region, through the twenty-third
parapodium, but is absent thereafter. Intercirri
are absent. Abdominal parapodia have the pro-
portions shown in Figure 8 a.
Setae are numerous in thoracic segments;
those in neuropodia are the denser and disposed
in transverse series; notopodial setae form a
tuft. All taper to fine points and are spinous
along their free length. Abdominal setae are
similar but fewer in number and slenderer than
those in front. Furcate setae (Fig. 8 c) are
present in notopodia. Acieula are pale yellow,
straight and slender; they terminate distally in
a point; in abdominal segments they number
three or four in neuropodia and five or six in
notopodia.
H. alaskensis is characterized in having 16
thoracic setigerous segments. Branchiae are pres-
ent from the eleventh or twelfth segment and
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continued posteriorly to or near the end. Podal
lobes, resembling ventral cirri, occur on para-
podial segments 15 to 22. Subpodallobes, widely
separated from the podal lobes, are on para-
podal segments 16 to 23. Among the ' several
species of Haploseoloplos, only one, H. pana-
mensis Monro (1933: 1045) from Pacific Pana-
ma, has subpodal lobes, but in it they are not
continued into the abdominal region and they
have a position proximal to the podal lobe, not
widely removed from it, as in H. alaskensis.
Holotype in the U. S. National Museum.
Type locality. Lazy Bay, Alaska.
Distribution. Southern Alaska.
Haploscoloplos sp.
Fig. 8 d-f.
Collection. Murchison Sound, Greenland, in
60 fm., coll. Capt. R. A. Bartlett (1-).
One incomplete individual in the collections
of the National Museum, though not from
Alaska, seems worth recording since it also
comes from a far northern locality (Greenland).
It may represent an undescribed species, but the
material is too imperfect to ascribe a specific
name. It consists of 50 anterior segments and
measures 16 mm. long; greatest width in the
thorax is about 1.5 mm. The prostomium is
acutely pointed in the front, somewhat de-
pressed and longer than wide; it lacks eyespots.
Branchiae are first present in the thorax, from
the eleventh setigerous segment; they are very
small at first but increase in size gradually so
that by the first abdominal segment they are
larger than the postsetal lobes. The transition
from thorax to abdomen is at the fifteenth seti-
gerous segment, where neuropodia change char-
acter abruptly, from ridges to tufts.
Thoracic and abdominal parapodia are pro-
vided with only simple, pointed setae through-
out. Embedded acicula are slender, yellow, and
few in number. Furcate setae (Fig. 8 f) occur
with pointed setae in abdominal notopodia;
they have a smooth stalk. Thoracic setae are in
full spreading fascicles, densest in neuropodia .
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They are bounded behind by a low fleshy ridge,
from which a long, slender lobe arises at about
the mid-length of the ridge (Fig. 8 e).
Abdominal notopodia have a long, simple,
postseral lobe. Neuropodia have a longer, pre-
setal process and a shorter, postsetal (or slightly
ventral) one (Fig. 8 d). There are no ventral
cirri but a short flange (or ridge) is present at
the lower end of neuropodia. Intercirri, podal
and subpodal lobes are lacking.
This specimen differs from other species of
the genus most noticeably in the slenderness of
its thoracic postsetallobes, and abdominal note-
setal process, also the bilobed neuropodial
process (Fig. 8 d).
This represents the first record of a Haplo-
scoloplos from Greenland.
Family PARAONIDAE
Genus ARICIDEA Webster
Aricidea heteroseta new species
Fig. 9 a-d.
Collection. Lazy Bay (2).
A slender, threadlike though much-coiled in-
dividual measures not over 25 mm. long and
about 1 mm. wide; it consists of 110 segments
(posteriorly incomplete). The prostomium is
flat, depressed, trapezoidal in shape and about
as long as wide; the greatest width is behind
the insertion of the median antenna. At its an-
terior end it is broadly rounded but when seen
from the ventral side it appears slightly incised
medially. The dorsal surface is plain except for
the attachment of antennae, and the slightly
crescentic nuchal slits near the posterior portion
(Fig. 9 a). The median antenna is smooth and
tapering; it extends back to the middle of the
first segment.
Branchiae are present from the fourth to
thirty-fourth setigerous segment; they number
30 pairs. They are abruptly absent thereafter.
The first are already large but they increase in
size gradually so that the two of a pair overlap
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medially. They are broad and straplike; they
taper to a point distally and are fimbriated at
their lateral margins but the tip is smooth (Fig.
9 b).
.,
Parapodia have a prolonged, postsetal, noto-
podial lobe; this is small at first but increases in
size through the anterior branchial region and
diminishes thereafter. In the anterior branchial
region it is broad, auricular, and has the propor-
tions shown in Figure 9 b; it gradually dim-
inishes in width in the posterior branchial
segments so that it comes to be slender, cirri-
form, and is continued so to the end of the
pieces. Setal lobes are most conspicuous in the
FIG. 9. Aricide« beteroseta new species: a, anterior
end in dorsal view, X 34; b, ninthparapodium in
anterior view, X 119; c, far posterior parapodium,
X 119; d, acicular neurosera from the same parapo-
dium, X 652.
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first 18 segments and diminish in size and full-
ness thereafter. Neuropodia are larger and fuller
than notopodia throughout. In anterior seg-
ments both branches of parapodia are provided '
with only tapering, pointed setae, those in neu-
ropodia thicker and shorter (Fig. 9 b) . In the
postbranchial region, notopodia come to be very
inconspicuous and are provided with only a
few slender setae, but their posrseral lobes con-
tinue long and slender (Fig. 9 c). In post-
branchial neuropodia, setae consist of two kinds
arranged in a single transverse series; they in-
clude a few long, slender setae, longest superi-
orly, which alternate with thicker, shorter,
acicular setae with a distal arista (Fig. 9 d).
The posterior end is unknown.
A. heteroseta is characterized in having a
simple prostomial lobe in which the median
antenna is short; branchiae are present from the
fourth to thirty-fourth segments and number
30 pairs; anterior branchial segments have an
auricular postseral, notopodial lobe; posterior
neuropodia are provided with two kinds of setae
including long, slender, and shorter, acicular
ones with an arista, The specific name refers to
the last named character.
Holotype in the U. S. National Museum.
Type locality. Lazy Bay, Alaska.
Distribution. Southern Alaska.
Family SPIONIDAE
Genus LAONICE Malmgren
Laonice cirrata (Sars)
Nerine cirrata Sars, 1851: 207.
Laonice cirrata Fauvel, 1927: 38, fig. 12; Berke-
ley, 1936: 474; Berkeley, 1942: 196.
Coll~ction. Station 139-40 (l).
This species"has been recorded from areas in
the northern Pacific. The present locality is off
Hallo Bay, in 28 to 40 fm.
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Genus SPIO Fabricius
Spio filicornis (Miiller)
Nereis filicornis Miiller, 1776: 218.
Spio minus Chamberlin, 1920: 16B, pl. 3, fig.
1-4; Hartman, 1938a: 13.
Spio filicornis Fauvel, 1927: 43-44, fig. 15.
Spio filicornis pacifica Berkeley, 1936: 475-
476;
Collection. Lazy Bay (3 anterior ends).
No color remains. The prostomium is an-
teriorly truncate, with rounded margins and not
narrowed forward. Hooded crotchets are first
present from the seventeenth setigerous seg-
ment. The variety pacifica Berkeley (1936:
475) appears to be the same, since it is said to
differ in color only. '
This species was first described from Green-
land but has been reported from many geo-
graphic regions. The present lot is from
southwestern Alaska, intertidal.
Genus PRIONOSPIO Malmgren
Prionospio malmgreni Claparede
Prionospio malmgreni Claparede, 1879: 73-7f: ,
pl. 22, fig. 3; Fauvel, 1927: 61-62, fig. 21;
Berkeley, 1927a: 414.
Collection. Station 72-40 (1).
The posterior eyes are large, not small; in
other respects this individual agrees with the
descriptions.
This species has been reported from British
Columbia (Berkeley, 1927a); the present col-
lection is from Cold Bay, in 15 to 50 fm.
Genus POLYDORA Bose
Polydora giardi Mesnil
Polydora giardi Mesnil, 1896: 195, pl. 13, fig,
1-12; Fauvel, 1927: 50-51, fig. 17; Hartman,
1941: 309, pl. 48, fig. 3; Rioja, 1941: 727.
Collections. Stations 20-40 to 22-40 (4+);
26-40 (many, in shell fragments); 61-40
(many, in shell fragments); L 18-41 (l) .
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The range is hereby extended in the Pacific,
from Mexico and central California to south-
western Alaska, in 13 to 100 fm.
Polydora socialis (Schmarda )
Leucodore socialis Schmarda, 1861: 64, pl. 27,
fig. 209.
Polydora socialis Hartman, 1941: 290, 310, pl ,
48, fig. 41, 42.
Collection. Station L 18-41 (1).
The single individual is posteriorly incom-
plete. The dorsum is marked with paired dark
spots. The prosromiurn is distinctly bifid at its
anterior end and has four tiny eyespots in
trapezoidal arrangement. The nuchal ridge ex-
tends back through 11 setigerous segments and
lacks a median papilla. Dorsal lamellae of the
first setigerous segment are conspicuous and ex-
ceed in size those farther back. The first segment
has both notosetae and neurosetae. Branchiae are
first present from the eighth segment and con-
tinued posteriorly through a long region.
Originally described from Chile, this species
has since been reported from southern Cali-
fornia. The present record is far to the north,
in Kupreanof Strait, 2 miles northwest of Bare
Island, in 13 to 15 fm.
Family CHAETOPTERIDAE
? Chaetopterus sp.
Collection. Station C 5-41 (empty tubes).
Several empty tubes, recalling those of the
cosmopolitan species, Chaetopterus variop edat1f,s
Renier, come from Icy Straits, east end of
Pleasant Island, in 7 fm.
Family CIRRATUUDAE
Genus CIRRATULUS Lamarck
Cirratulus cirratus (Muller)
Lumbricus cirratus Miiller, 1776: 214.
Cirratulus cirratus Fauvel, 1927: 94, fig. 33.
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Cirratulus cingulatus Johnson, 1901: 422-423.
pl. 14, fig. 145-148; Berkeley, 1942: 197.
Collections. Stations 61-40 (2); 108-40 (2) .
This species is known from the northern
Pacific (see synonymy above) . The present
records are from Cold Bay, in 15 to 30 fm.,
and Alitak Bay, shore.
Genus THARYX Webster and Benedict
Tharyx hamatus new species
Fig. 10, a-e.
Collection. Station 108-40 (2).
The larger one measures about 12 mm. long
for over 100 segments. Both individuals are
dark slate-colored, but the prosromium and
tentacles are pale. The body rings are short and
closely crowded. The prostomium is approxi-
mately equitriangular in shape and somewhat
depressed conical; it lacks visible eyespots.
Nuchal organs are present but not conspicuous
(Fig. 10 a) . The peristomium or anterior apo-
dous region (since it probably consists of three
coalesced segments) is three to four times as
long as, and much thicker than, the prostomium.
The paired palpi are thick; each has a longi-
tudinal groove, and is inserted dorsolaterally so
that the palpal bases are not quite touching each
other.
The lateral tentacles are most numerous in
the anterior region but continued on some seg-
ments in a posterior region. They originate
immediately above the notopodial ridge through-
out. Parapodia are reduced to mere ridges.
Setae in the anterior region are pointed and
slender; they extend laterally for a distance
equaling about half the width of the body at
their origin. Hooks are present in neuropodia
already before the middle of the body, but in
notopodia not until thereafter. In the posterior
fourth of the body the neuropodia are pro-
vided with only hooks, numbering six to eight
in a single transverse series (Fig. 10 b) ; the
corresponding notopodia have both pointed
setae (Fig. 10 e) and similar hooks, alternating
with one another, together equaling eight to
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ten. All hooks are dearly bidentare at their
distal end, the notopodial (Fig. 10 d) some-
what finer than the neuropodial (Fig. 10 c)
ones. The tube is fragile, dark, and cindery; it
is irregular in shape and occupies crevices of
serpulid tubes.
T. hamatus is characterized in having some
segments with both notopodia and neuropodia
provided with bidentate hooks; tentacular cirri
originate immediately above the notopodial
ridge. Three other species of T haryx have been
described from the northern Pacific region;
they are T . multifilis Moore (1909 : 267) and
T. gracilis Moore (1923: ·187) from California,
and T. parvus Berkeley (1929: 307) from
British Columbia. The first and third of these
species have only pointed setae in notopodia
and neuropodia; T. gracilis has pointed setae in
notopodia and blunt spines in neuropodia.
T. hamatus differs from all of these most clearly
in that parapodi a have bidenrate hooks in some
segments.
Holotype in the U. S. N ational Museum.
T ype locality. Alitak Bay, Alaska, shore.
Distribution. Alaska.
Genus ACROCIRRUS Grube
a
FIG. 10. Th aryx hamatus new species (station 108-
40 ) : a, anteri or end in left lateral view, X 35;
b, posterior neuropodium showing distal ends of neuro-
setae, X 105; c, neuroseta from the same parapodium,
X 1125; d, two notoserae from the same parapodium,
X 1125 ; e, distal end of a pointed notoseta, X 1125.
Acrocirrus hererochaetus Annenkova
Fig. 11, a-c.
A crocirrus heterochaetus Annenkova, 1934:
326-327, fig. 7 [in Russian}.
Collections. 20-40 to 22-40 ( 1); 24-40
( 1).
The color (preserved) is dark slaty brown;
there is no pigment pattern. The prostomium is
This is a small genus, characterized by the
presence of composite neuropodial hooks. The
anterior end is provided with a pair of thick ,
grooved palpi and a few pairs of tentacular
cirri . Notopodial setae are simple, slender, and
distally pointed. Color of the body is usually
dark.
Seven species have been described in the
genus; five originate in the north Pacific. They
are (1) A. crassifilis (Moore, 1923: 188) from
southern California, (2) A. heterochaetus An-
nenkova (193 4: 326 ) from Bering and Japan
seas, (3) A. muroranensis Okuda (193 4: 202)
from Japan, (4) A. uchidai Okuda (1934:
197) from Japan, and (5) A. validus Maren-
zeller (1879: 148) from Japan. Among these,
only one, A. heterochaetus, is known to have
the eleventh segment modified and provided
with heavy, simple hooks; it agrees therein with
the type of the genus, A. frontifili s Grube (see
Fauvel, 1927: 104) from the Mediterranean
Sea.
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short and terminates at its anterior end in a
short palpode medially; it has a pair of dark
eyespots dorsally. The palpi are thick and their
bases occupy much of the frontal region. The
tentacular cirri are similarly thick, few in num-
ber, and inserted on a short anterior region.
Notopodial tufts are first present from the
second setigerous segment. The eleventh seg-
ment is modified and about twice as long as the
segments proximal to it; its notopodial tuft is
normal, but its neuropodia are modified and
each is provided with a single heavy, simple,
yellow hook (Fig. 11 b) (in one case two
hooks are present). These hooks are much like
the shafts of the composite hooks except that
they are much thicker. This modified segment
seems to be a device used in tube construction
or anchorage within the tube.
Parapodial ridges have transverse series of
, small papillae that are continued only slightly
beyond the parapodial bases. Noropodial tufts
are similar to one another throughout; usually
each has about six slender, pointed setae. The
latter have close transverse rows of fine spines
along the free length (Fig. 11 c). Neuropodia,
except in the eleventh setigerous segment, are
provided with only composite hooks; they have
a falcate appendage that terminates distally in
a single strong tooth and a delicate sheath
(Fig. 11 a); the appendage and shaft are not
completely separated at the articulation.
A. heterochaetus was known only through its
original description, based on individuals from
Bering and Japan seas, from sublittoral zones
to 74 meters. The present records are from
Canoe Bay, in 15 to 40 fm.
Family ARENICOLIDAE
Genus ARENICOLA Lamarck
Arenicola pusilla Quatrefages
Arenicola pusilla Quatrefages, 1865: 266; Ash-
worth, 1912: 114-123, pl. 7, fig. 15, pI. 8,
fig. 18, pI. 10, fig. 12-25, pI. 13, fig. 44, pI.
14, fig. 49; Berkeley, 1932a: 315; Berkeley,
1942: 198.
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Collections. Lazy Bay (25); head of Lazy
Bay (1).
This species has been reported from Alaskan
waters; the present records are from south-
western Alaska, intertidal.
Family OPHELIIDAE
Genus ARMANDIA Filippi
Armandia bioculata Hartman
Armandia bioculata Hartman, 1938e: 105-106,
fig. 51-54.
Collections. Stations 47-40 (5); 51-40 (5).
The body consists of 29 or 30 setigerous
segments. Branchiae are present from the second
segment to the penultimate (or rarely last)
segment, numbering 28 (or 29) pairs. The pros-
torniurn is'broadly rounded anteriorly and termi-
nates in a small palpode. Nuchal organs are
more or less conspicuous, and partly everted in
some individuals. Two dark eyespots, one above
the other, are deeply embedded in the tissue of
the prostomial lobe.
Lateral eyespors are dark brown, present from
segments 7/8 to 17/18 and number 11 pairs.
They vary in size and shape among themselves;
most are large and circular, others are mere
specks, a few are somewhat oval. Branchiae
are long and cirriform; the first and last pairs
are smaller than the others. Parapodia are
simple, rounded, with a tiny postsetallamella in
neuropodia. The pygidium terminates on its
ventral side in a pair of longer cirri, and laterally
in four or five similar, though smaller, cirri; a
median unpaired filament projects for a longer
or shorter distance from within the pygidial
funnel.
These indivdiuals are referred to A. bioculata
largely because of the nature of pygidial struc-
tures and the distribution of branchiae. A. brevis
(Moore) (1906: 354), from Icy Cape, Alaska,
differs in that the pygidium, which was presum-
ably perfect, was described without terminal
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cirri; the lateral eyespots were described as con-
spicuous, hemispherical in shape, and indis-
tinctly faceted, with some small black or dark
brown ones.
The range of A . bioculata, originally described
from California, is thus extended to Canoe Bay,
Alaska, shore to 40 fm.
Family SCALIBREGMIDAE
Genus SlYLARIOlDES delle Chiaje
Genus FLABELLIGERA Sars
Family FLABELLIGERIDAE
Genus SCALIBREGMA Rathke
Scalibregma inflatum Rathke
Scalibregma in/latum Rathke, 1843: 184-186,
pl. 9, fig. 15-21 ; Moore, 1908: 336; Cham-
berlin, 1919: 392; Fauvel, 1927: 123-124,
fig. 44; Berkeley, 1930: 68.
Collection. Station 59-40 (1) .
This species has been reported from both
sides of North America; the present record is
from between Inner Iliasik and Goloi Island,
in 20 to 30 fm.
Flabelligera infundibularis Johnson
Flabelligera in/undibttlaris Johnson, 1901: 417,
pI. 12, fig. 124-1 27; Chamberlin, 1919: 398;
Berkeley, 1930: 69.
Collections. Stations 51-40 (1) ; 61-40 (1 ).
This was originally described from Puget
Sound and later reported from Alaska (Cham-
berlin, 1919). The present records are from
Canoe Bay and Cold Bay, in 15 to 40 fm.
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FIG. 11. Species of Acrocirrs s and Nicomacbe,
a-c, Acrocirrus beterocbaesas (station 24-40): a, one
of four neurosetal hooks from a median region,
X 338; b, heavy hook from the modified eleventh
setigerous segment, X 102; c, portion of one of six
notosetae showing the spinous character, X 850. d-g,
Nicomache personate ( Lazy Bay) : d, heavy acicular
hook from the four th setigerous segment, X 335;
e, rostrate uncinus from a postmedian neuropodium,
X 335; I, same, in front al view, X 335; g, posterior
end in right lateral view, X 12.
Stylarioides papillata (Johnson)
Trophonia papillata johnson, 1901: 416, pl. 12,
fig. 122-123; Moore, 1908: 356.
Stylarioides papillata Berkeley, 1942: 198.
Collections. Stations 35-40 (1) ; 128-40
(1); A 8-41 (1).
The present records are within the known
range; they come from Pavlof Bay, Shelikof
Strait, and Orca Bay in Prince W illiam Sound,
in 35 to 48 fm.
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Genus BRADA Stimpson
Brada granulata Malmgren
Brada granulata Malmgren, 1867: .194, pl. 13,
fig. 71; Murdoch, 1885b: 155.
Collection. Station 51-40 (1).
A single individual of this Arctic species is
represented. Murdoch (1885: 155) has previ-
ously reported it from Alaska at Point Barrow,
in about 3 fm. The present record is Canoe
Bay, in 25 to 40 fm.
Family CAPITELLIDAE
Genus HETEROMASTUS Bisig
Heteromastus filiformis (Claparede )
Capitella filiformis Claparede, 1864: 509, pl. 4,
fig. 10.
Heteramastus fili/armis Fauvel, 1927: 150-152,
"fig.53; Hartman, 1947: 427-428.
Collection. Head of Lazy Bay (1).
The anterior end through the fifth setigerous
ring is thicker than the rest of the anterior re-
gion and its surface is reticulated. The thorax
consists of 12 segments; the first is. achaerous,
the second to sixth segments have only capillary
setae, and the seventh to twelfth segments are
provided with long-handled hooks. The pos-
terior abdominal segments have inflated para-
podial ridges, but there are no other branchial
structures. The proboscis is covered with fine
papillae.
This species has been reported from both
sides of the north Atlantic Ocean; the present
record is the first from Alaska; the single indi-
vidual comes from shore at the head of Lazy
Bay.
Genus CAPITELLA Blainville
Capitella capitata (Fabricius)
Lumbricus capitatus Fabricius, 1780: 279.
Capitella capitata Chamberlin, 1920: 25B; Fau-
vel, 1927: 154-155, fig. 55; Berkeley, 1929:
312; Hartman, 1947: 405.
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. Collection. Station 47-40 (1).
The single individual comes from shore in
Canoe Bay. The species has previously been re-
ported from the north Pacific (see synonymy
above).
Family MALDANIDAE
Genus NICOMACHE Malmgren
Nicomache personata Johnson
Fig. 11, dog.
Nicomache personata Johnson, 1901: 419-420,
pl, 13, fig. 134-139; Berkeley, 1929: 314.
Collections.. Stations 61-40 (2); head of
Lazy Bay (14).
The antero-dorsal region is spotted with
black. There are 22 setigerous segments. The
first four segments are provided .with single,
heavy, yellow spines in neuropodia, or the
fourth may have three spines in each parapo-
dium; the fifth has two to four spines, .and
farther back there is an increasing number of
setal structures; a seventh may have eight spines.
They are at first acicular, but by the fourth
segment they are slightly rostral (Fig. 11 d);
in the next two or three segments they are
transitional and in the posterior segments are
strongly beaked (Fig. 11 e, f).
There is a: single, .ante-anal, apodous, and
achaetous segment. The pygidium has a circlet
of 19 or 20 short, triangular papillae (Fig. 11 g)
usually about equally spaced and similar to one
another, or some may be bifurcate or reduced to
mere elevations.
Typically the rostrate hooks have a strong,
recurved, beaklike tooth and about six smaller
teeth above (Fig. 11 e); the fringed region is
extensive (Fig. 11 f). The long, hairlike dorsal
setae are already present from the fourth setig-
erous segment and are continued posteriorly at
least to the eighteenth one; they extend far out
from the sides of the body (Fig. 11 g). The
tube is thick, coarse, hard and dark, and it con-
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sisrs of cindery or coarse sand particles cemented
together.
Originally described from Washington, this
species has since been reported from British
Columbia (Berkeley, 1929). The present records
are from Cold and Lazy Bays, in depths to
30 fm.
Nicomache lumbricalis (Fabricius)
Sabella lumbricalis Fabricius, 1780: 374.
Nicomache carinata Moore, 1906a: 242-244,
pl, 11, fig. 36-39.
Nicomache lumbricalis Berkeley, 1942: 199.
Collections. Stations 62-40 (1); ? 35-40
(posterior end).
A single anterior end and a posterior frag-
ment were taken. The anterior end lacks spots
but is colored uniformly reddish brown. The
first three setigerous segments have one (or
two) large yellow spines in neuropodia. There
are no transitional rostrate hooks; the fourth
setigerous segment has series of 10 to 12 much
smaller rostrate hooks, continued posteriorly.
There are two preanal achaetous segments.
Berkeley (1942: 199) has referred N. cari-
nata Moore to this species-a conclusion which
seems justified. The present records are within
the known range, including southern Alaska
south to Vancouver Island, Canada. .
Genus PETALOPROCTUS Quatrefages
Petaloproetus tenuis borealis Arwidsson
Petaloproctus tenuis borealis Arwidsson, 1907:
118-122, pI. 3, fig. 85-90, pl. 8, fig. 268-272;
Berkeley, 1942: 199.
Collection. Station 70-40 (1).
A single tiny individual , only 11 rom. long
and very slender, is probably a juvenile; it is
partly surrounded by a sandy tube. The anal
plaque is large and entire; the margin is not .
crenulate. There are 21 setigerous segments and
two preanal, achaetous ones. The first three
neuropodia are provided with heavy, acicular
spines.
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Originally described from Scandinavia, this
species has been reported from British Colum-
bia by Berkeley (1942); the present individual
is from Cold Bay, in 15 to 35 fm.
Genus ASYCHIS Kinberg
?Asychis lacera (Moore)
new combination
Maldane lacera Moore, 1923: 235-237.
Collection. Station 139-40 (1-, anal plaque
missing).
A single incomplete individual is question-
ably referred to this species. The first setigerous
segment has a conspicuous collar, deepest on
the ventral side. The cephalic plaque is crenu-
late along its margin and has about 12 lobes on
the dorsal margin. The first setigerous segment
lacks neuropodia but the second one has a
transverse series of rostrate hooks, as do those
farther back.
This species remains unknown except through
the original account, based on a single complete
individual, 55 mm. long, dredged from southern
California in 549 to 585 fm. Through the
courtesy of the administration of the U. ·S. Na-
tional Museum, I have been able to examine the
type. The prostomial keel is only weakly ob-
servable, hence it is here referred to A sycbis
Kinberg. Both cephalic and anal plaques are
crenulate at their outer margins. The cephalic
plaque has deep lateral incisions and 12 nearly
equitriangular lobes around its dorsal margin.
The lateral portions are set off from the entire
ventral lobe, and the shorter lateral lobes have
three to five irregular, crenulate lobes. The anal
plaque has deep, circular incisions; its ventral
margin has four pointed, triangular lobes; the
dorsal edge has seven shallow, triangular lobes.
There is a conspicuous, sheathing, complete
collar at the anterior margin of the first setig-
erous segment, highest on the ventral side; it
has a lateral incision just above the first setal
fascicle.
The single fragment in the collection is re-
ferred to this species largely because of the deep,
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sheathing collar and the crenulate cephalic
plaque.
This species has remained unknown except
through the single record from deep water off
southern California; the present record is off
Hallo Bay, in 28 to 40 fm.
Family SABELLARIIDAE
Genus ·IDANTHYRSUS Kinberg
Idanthyrsus ornamentatus Chamberlin
'? Sabellaria saxicava Baird, 1863: 109.
ldanthyrsus ornamentatus Chamberlin, 1919:
262-263, pl. 3, fig. 2-5; Hartman, 1944:
337, pI. 31, fig. 34.
Pallasia johnstoni Berkeley, 1930: 74-75.
Collections. Stations 13-40 (10); 126-40
(3); 131-40 (1); 139-40 (1); D 11-41 (1).
The tubes are firmly concreted and broadly
attached to the substratum. They tend to be
sinuous or slightly coiled. They are attached to
pelecypod shells, living or broken fragments,
also the carapace of decapods and other hard
objects.
1. omamentatus is distinguished from nearly
related species, 1. armatus Kinberg and 1. pen-
natus (Peters), most conspicuously in the shape
of the outer opercular spines (Hartman, 1944).
Sabellaria saxicava Baird is incompletely known
but originates from Vancouver Island, hence is
questionably referred to this species. Berkeley
(1930: 74) considered 1. ornamentatus and
Sabellaria saxicava probably synonymous, a con-
clusion which I consider also likely, but she
referred them to Pal/asia johnstoni (McIntosh)
which has been referred to 1. pennatus (Peters)
(see Johansson, 1927: 88-90). The last named
is a nearly related species, but distinguishable
in the structure of the outer opercular spines.
Previous records are from northern California
to southern Alaska. The present records are
from Canoe Bay, in 30 fm., north side of Sheli-
kof, in 65-80 fm., off Cape Chiniak, in 32-35
fm., off Hallo Bay, in 28-40 fm., and Walrus
Island, Bering Sea, in 31-33 fm.
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Family AMPHARETIDAE
Genus AMPHICTEIS Grube
Amphicteis alaskensis Moore
Amphicteis alaskensis Moore, 1905c: 846-849,
pI. 44, fig. 1-4.
Collection. Station 59-40 (1).
The single individual measures 32 mm. long.
The original collection comes from Kadiak Bay,
and southeast Alaska, in 41 to 48 fm. The
present record is from between Inner Iliasik
and Goloi Island, in 20 to 30 fm.
Genus AMPHARETE Malmgren
Ampharete grubei Malmgren
Ampharete grubei Malmgren, 1866: 363, pl. 19,
fig. 44; Moore, 1923: 201; Fauvel, 1927:
227-228, fig. 79; Berkeley, 1942: 201.
Collection. Station D 3-41 (1).
This species has been recorded from both
sides of northern North America and the north
Atlantic Ocean (see synonymy above). The
present record is from Castle Bay, off Chignik
Bay, in 21 to 52 fm.
Family TEREBELLIDAE
Genus AMPHITRITE Muller
Amphitrite cirrata Muller
Amphitrite cirrataMuller, 1776: 188; Chamber.
lin, 1920: 22B; Berkeley, 1942: 202.
Amphitrite palmata Moore, 1905c: 858-859,
pI. 44, fig. 19-22.
Amphitrite radiata Moore, 1908: 350.
Collections. Stations 60-40 (2); C 5-41
(1); D 7-41 (1); D 11-41 (2); head of
Lazy Bay (2).
Individuals attain a length of about 150 mm.
There are 17 thoracic setigerous segments. Each
of the three branchial segments has a pair of
lateral lappets. Thoracic notopodia are provided
largely with smooth capillary setae, but the
shorter ones are very finely toothed at the tip.
Branchiae consist of many simple filaments that
are palmately arranged. The tube is thick-walled
and made up of sand and mud that is closely
packed.
Amphitrite palmata Moore (1905c: "858),
from Alaska, is here considered to be identical;
since the specific name palmata was preoccupied
by Malmgren, the specific name radiata, was
later proposed (Moore, 1908: 350).
The present records extend ,from Icy Straits,
east end of Pleasant Island, west and north to
the east end of Walrus Island, Bering Sea; the
bathymetric range is shore to 38 fm.
Genus NEOLEPREA Hessle
Neoleprea spiralis (Johnson)
Amphitrite spiralisJohnson, 1901: 426-427,
pl. 16, fig. 169-17l.
Neoleprea spiralis Hessle, 1917: 193; Berkeley,
1942: 205.
'Terebella spiralis Berkeley, 1929: 308-309.
Collection. Station 12-40 (1).
There are 40 thoracic setigerous segments.
The two pairs of branchiae are" dendritically
branched. The anterior end lacks thoracic lap-
pets. Thoracic .setae are distally toothed.
Originally recorded from Washington, this
species has been further reported from British
'Columbia (Berkeley, 1929, 1942); the present
record extends the range to Canoe Bay, Alaska,
·shore.
Genus EUPOLYMNIA Verrill
Eupolymnia crescentis Chamberlin
.Eupolymnia crescentis Chamberlin, 1919: 265-
266, pI. 3, fig. 6-7.
Collection. Station 128-40 (14).
The peristomial fold is provided with num-
-erous small eyespots. This species was first
described from northern California; the present
record is from Shelikof Strait, off Hallo Bay,
in 35 to 48 fm.
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"Genus NEOAMPHITRITE Hessle
Neoamphitrite robusta (Johnson)
Amphitrite robusta Johnson, 1901: 425-426,
pI. 16, fig. 164-168; Moore, 1908: 350.
Neoamphitrite robusta Hessle, 1917: 184;
Berkeley, 1942: 202.
Terebella robusta Berkeley, 1929: 308.
Collections. Stations C 5-41 (1); D 3-41
(1).
Both records are in the vicinity of the known
range in the northeast Pacific. The localities are
Icy Straits in 7 fm., and Castle Bay, in 21 to
52 fm.
Genus ,NICOLEA Malmgren
Nicolea zostericola (Oersted)
Terebella zostericola Oersted, 1844: 68. '
Nicolea zostericola Fauvel, 1927: 261-262, fig.
90.
Collection. Station D 15-41 (1).
There are 15 thoracic setigerous segments;
~ncini are present from the second of these.
Branchiae number two pairs and are dendrit-
ically branched; they are inserted on the two
segments preceding the first setigerous segment.
The perisromiurn has a row of eyespots, Nephri-
dial papillae are present on the second branchial
segment and on the third and fourth setigerous
segments; they have long lobes externally.
Thoracic dorsal setae are smooth 'and capillary;
uncini are avicular.
In so far as I am aware, this is the first record
from the north Pacific; it ,originates 20 miles
north of St. Lawrence Island, in the Bering Sea,
in 15 to 16 fm.
Genus THELEPUS Leuckart
Thelepus hamatus Moore
Thelepus hamatus Moore, 1905: 856-858, pI.
44, fig. 16-18; Berkeley, 1929:· 309.
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Collection. Station 80-40 (1).
A single small individual, posteriorly incom-
plete, measures only 16 mrn. for 35 setigerous
segments, but the body cavity contains large,
yolk-laden eggs. The body is broadest in the
anterior thoracic region. Ventral scutigerous
plates are very broad through the first four
setigerous segments and occupy the space across
the ventrum so that parapodia are dorso-lateral
in position. The peristomiurn has a band of
dark brown eyespots. Branchiae are on the two
presetal segments and consists of a few short,
tentacular filaments, each inserted separately
from the others. Pointed dorsal setae are smooth
and Iimbate; they are continued posteriorly
through at least 35 segments. Uncini are first
present from the third setigerous segment; they
have the form originally shown, with a strong
main tooth and two or three lesser teeth above,
surmounted by more numerous small denticles.
This species was first made known from the
Behm Canal, Alaska, in 130 to 193 fm.; later
Berkeley (1929: 309) recorded it from British
Columbia. The present record is from Larsen
Bay, on the east side of Nagai Island, in 5 to
25 fm.
Genus LEAENA Malmgren
Leaena abranchiata Malmgren
Leaena abranchiata Malmgren, 1866: 385, pi.
24, fig. 64; Hessle, 1917: 197.
Collection. Station D 3-41 (1).
The single individual has 10 thoracic setig-
erous segments; uncini are present from the
second one. Thoracic dorsal setae are broadly
bilimbate. Uncini occur in double rows only in
the tenth to sixteenth uncinigerous segments.
There is a conspicuous, high , dorsal membrane
across the segment preceding the first setigerous
one.
Apparently this is the first record from the
north Pacific; it comes from Castle Bay, off
Chignik Bay, in 21 to 52 fm. It has been pre-
viously reported from the north Atlantic.
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Genus SPINOSPHAERA Hessle
Spinosphaera sp.
Collection. Station 61-40 (one fragment).
A single, incomplete fragment consists of
about 55 setigerous segments and measures 16
mm. long. There are over 48 thor acic segments.
Branchiae and peristomial eyespots are absent.
Thoracic dorsal setae are Iimbate; some have a
dentate tip and a subapical spinous region, as
typical of the genus. Unc ini are avicular. The
record is from Cold Bay, in 15 to 30 fm.
Genus POLYCIRRUS Grube
Polycirrus sp.
Collection. Station 60-40 (1).
A single individual that cannot be definitely
referred to any known species has 13 anterior
thoracic setigerous segments which lack uncini;
this is followed by a region of over 50 seg-
ments provided with uncini. The collection was.
made in Leonard Harbor, in 20-25 fm.
Family SABELLIDAE
Genus SABELLA Linnaeus
This genus has come to include two' groups
of species; one (to which the genotype S. peni-
cillus Linnaeus belongs) lacks tentacular paired
eyespors and the tentacular radiole is not angu-
late on its external margins; the other (to which
S. crassicornis Sars belongs) has paired ten-
tacular eyespots and the tentacular radiole is
strongly angulate on its external margins. Since
the genera Demonax Kinberg and Parasabella
Bush were erected for species which belong to
the genotypic group Sabella, these designations
must be regarded as synonyms of Sabella Lin-
naeus. It may be desirable to erect a new name
for the group to which S. crassicornis Sars be-
longs. (See also Hartman, 1942: 78.)
Sabella media (Bush)
Parasabella media Bush, 1904: 200-201, pi. 27,
fig. 3-5, pi. 33, fig. 34-36, pi. 34, fig. 3, pi.
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36, fig. 13, 14, pI. 37, fig. 30; Berkeley, 1930:
70; Berkeley, 1932a: 315.
Parasabella maculata Bush, 1904: 201, pI. 28,
fig. 8, 9, pI. 33, fig. 8, 12, 33, pI. 34, fig. 2,
pI. 36, fig. 12, 15, 16, 21, 22.
Sabella media Hartman, 1942: 79-80, fig. 159,
160.
Collection. Canoe Bay ( 1) .
The single collection is from Alaska, from a
previously reported locality.
Sabella crassicornis Sars
Sabella crassicornis Sars, 1851: 202-203; Jo-
hansson, 1927: 119-121; Hartman, 1942:
78- 79.
Sabella elegans Bush, 1904: 194-195, pI. 26,
fig. 2, pI. 27, fig. 6, pI. 33, fig. 20, 21, pI. 34,
fig. 1, 4, ·5, 10; Moore, 1908: 359; Berkeley,
1930: 70. .
Sabella leptalea Bush, 1904: 195-196, pI. 27,
fig. 6.
Collections. Station 60-40 (2) ; Seldovia
( 2 ) .
This species is common in cold waters of both
northern Pacific and Atlantic oceans; the present
records are near the known range; they come
from Leonard Harbor in 20 to 25 fm. and from
the beach at Seldovia.
Genus POTAMILLA Malmgren
Potamilla neglecta (Sars )
Sabella neglecta Sars, 1851: 203.
A speira modesta Bush, 1904: 202- 203, pI. 25,
fig. 3, pI. 36, fig. 27-31, 33-3 5.
Potamilla neglecta Johansson, 1927: 143-145;
Hartman, 1942: 81.
Collecti on. Station D 15-41 (1 ).
Th is has been reported from Kadiak, Alaska
(Bush, 1904); the present record is from 20
miles north of St. Lawrence Island, Bering Sea,
in 15 to 16 fm.
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Genus PSEUDOPOTAMILLA Bush
Pseudopotamilla intermedia Moore
Pseudopotamilla intermedia Moore, 1905b:
562-564, pI. 37, fig. 15- 22; Hartman, 1938a:
19,25,26.
Psettdopotamilla renifo rmis Moore, 1908: 359-
360; Berkeley, 1930: 70; Berkeley, 1932a:
315.
Collections. Stations 20-40 to 22-40 (frag-
ment ) ; 60-40 (many) .
The type locality is Afognak Bay, Alaska, in
14 to 19 fm. (Moore, 1908: 359). Present
records are from Canoe Bay, in 15 to 40 fm.,
and Leonard Harbor, in 20 to 25 fm.
Pseudopotamilla occelata Moore
Pseudopotamilla occelata Moore, 1905b: 559-
562, pI. 37, fig. 8- 14; Berkeley, 1930: 70;
Hartman, 1938a: 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, pI. 2,
fig. 6, 7.
Pseudopotamilla brevibranchiata Moore, 1905b:
555- 559, pI. 37, fig. 1-7.
Collections. Stations 61-40 (2) ; Mist Har-
bor (2) .
These records, Cold Bay, in 15 to 30 fm., and
Mist Harbor, are within known ranges.
Genus SCHIZOBRANCHIA Bush
Schizobranchia insig nis Bush
Schizobranchia insignis Bush, 1904: 206-207,
pI. 24, fig. 1, 2, pI. 27, fig. 1, pI. 28, fig. 5,
. pI. 35, fig. 2, 12, 13, 15, 16, 26, 27; Hartman,
1942: 82-83; Berkeley, 1942: 206.
Schizobranchia nobilis Bush, 1904: 207, pI. 24,
fig. 3, pI. 28, fig. 7, pI. 33, fig. 22, pI. 35,
fig. 1, 3- 6, 8, 10, 11, 23; Berkeley, 1930: 71.
Collections. Stations 61-40 (1); under the
dock at Sand Point ( 1) .
Both individuals have eight thoracic setig-
erous segments; tentacular radioles are split
three to five times. These records are within
the known range.
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Schizobranchia dubia Bush
Schizobranchia dubia Bush, 1904: 208-209, pI.
28, fig. 1, pI. 29, fig. 1, pI. 33, fig. 7, pl. 36,
fig. 1-3, 17-20, pl. 37, fig. 28; Hartman,
1942: 83-84.
Collections. Stations 20-40 to 22-40 (m any);
24-40 (many); 51-40 (many) ; 52-40 (tubes
only); 61-40 (many) ; 108-40 (many) ; C 150-
41 (many) .
In most instances there are many tubes clus-
tered together; they are interwoven but not
connected to one another at their bases. The
tubes have a strong, tough chitinized base and
are usually covered on the outside, especially
distally, with fine, dark-colored sand grains.
Thoracic setigerous segments usually number
only six, though rarely seven or five. Tentacular
radioles are bifurcated once or twice, or rarely
three times.
This species was originally described from
Alaska; the present collections are from Canoe
Bay in 15 to 125 fm., Cold Bay in 15 to 30
fm., Alitak Bay on the reef, and off Moffet Point
in 60 fm.
Genus MYXICOLA Koch
Myxicola infundibulum (Montagu)
Amp hitrite in fundibulum Mont agu, 1808: 109-
110, pl. 8.
Myxico la pacifica Johnson, 1901: 431-432, pl.
19, fig. 193-198.
Myxicola conjuncta Bush, 1904: 217-218, pl.
26, fig. 1, 4, pI. 38, fig. I-II.
Myxicola in fundibulum Hartman, 1938a: 19,
pl. 1, fig. 5-11, pl. 2, fig. 1; Hartman, 1942 :
86.
Collections. Stations 12-40 (1 ); D 11-41
(1).
This cosmopolitan species has been reported
from Alaska (see synonymy above) . The pres-
ent collections are from Canoe Bay, shore, and
east of Walrus Island, Bering Sea, in 31 to
33 fm.
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Genus CHONE Kroyer
Chonesp,
Collections. Stations 36a-40 (1); 108-40
( 1) .
Two tiny individu als, measuring less than
10 mm. long, whose specific identity has not
been determined, come from Pavlof Bay in
27 fm. and Alitak Bay, reef.
Family SERPULIDAE
Genus SERPULA Linnaeus
Serpula vermicularis Linnaeus
Serpula vermicularis Linnaeus, 1767: 1267;
Chamberlin, 1919: 269; Berkeley, 1930: 73;
Berkeley, 1932a: 316; Hartman, 1942: 16;
Berkeley, 1942 : 206.
Serpul« columbiana Johnson, 1901: 432-433,
pl. 19, fig. 199- 204.
Serpula splendens Bush, 1904: 230-232, pl.
24, fig. 3, pl. 29, fig. 2, pI. 30, fig. 2, 3,
pI. 33, fig. 31, pl. 35, fig. 18, pl. 37, fig. 31,
pI. 39, fig. 33.
Collection. Seldovia (1).
This species is well known from the northeast
Pacific, including Alaska.
Genus CRUCIGERA Benedict
Crucigera zygophora (Johnson )
Serptila zygopbor« Johnson, 1901: 433-434, pl .
19, fig. 205-208.
Crucigera zyg opbor« Bush, 1904: 233, pl . 29,
fig. 5, pl . 31, fig. 2, pI. 33, fig. 3, pl . 39, fig.
8-13, 15, 17, 20; Berkeley, 1942 : 207; Hart-
man, 1942: 87-88.
Crucigera formosa Bush, 1904: 233-234, pl.
28, fig. 3,4, pI. 31, fig. 1, pl . 33, fig. 4, pl. 39,
fig. 6, 7, 10, 11, 14.
Collections. Stations 12-40 (12 and tube
clump ); 13-40 (1 ); 21-40 (1 +), 20-40 to
22-40 (clump); 24-40 (1); 70-40 (several);
82-40 (clump) ; 109-40 (clump); C 160-
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41 (clump); L 18-41 (clump); Canoe Bay
(clump) ; Mist Harbor (clump).
These localities are within the known range
in Alaska. Depths range from shore to 125 fm,
Crucigera irregularis Bush
Crucigera irregularis Bush, 1904: 234, pl, 25,
fig. 5, pl. 29, fig. 4, pl. 33, fig. 13, pl , 39,
fig. 1-5; Berkeley, 1930: 73; Berkeley, 1942:
73.
Collecti ons. Stations 60-40 (1); 84-40 (1) ;
88-40 (1); 139-40 (1) ; A 8-41 (1); D 11-
41 (1) .
Originally described from Juneau, Alaska,
this species has been reported from British
Columbia (Berkeley, 1942 ); the present collec-
tions come from southern and southwestern
Alaska, in 15 to 39 fm., and from Walrus
Island, Bering Sea, in 31 to 33 fm.
Genus CHITINOPOMA Levinsen, emended
Type C. groenlandica (March)
The operculum is soft and conical; it is
covered by a slightly convex, chitinous plate.
The tube is calcareous, elongate, more or less
irregularly sinuous, and provided with a strong,
longitudinal carina. The tentacular crown has
six or seven pairs of radioles, each provided
with long paired pinnae and a longer or shorter
free distal end. The thoracic collar is high; it
consists of a pair of dorsal lobes and a broad,
ventro-lateral portion; a thoracic membrane is
absent. Thoracic setigerous segments number
seven. The collar ring is provided with a setal
fascicle, including special setae with a finlike
expansion, and geniculate setae. Other thoracic
segments have notopodia and neuropodia. The
setal formula is as follows: thorax with smooth
geniculate and slender setae in noropodia, and
flat uncinial plates with about nine teeth in
neuropodia. Abdominal segments are numerous,
each is provided with uncinial plates in noto-
podia and only one or two geniculate setae in
neuropodia.
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The type of the genus, C. groenlandica
(March ), was originally named Serpula trique-
tra Fabricius (1780) (not Linnaeus) and
originated in Greenland. March, in a revision
of the family (1863: 375), referred this spe-
cies to H ydroides norvegica var. groenlandica.
Malmgren (1867: 120) raised the variety to
rank of species, questionably in the genus
H ydroides. Later, Levinsen (188 4: 203) erected
the genus Chit in opoma, with new species,
C. fabricii, and referred Serpula triquetra Fabri-
cius to it. As shown by Bush (190 4: 229) ( in
footnote ) , Levinsen's name is superfluous and
must give way to Malmgren's name.
In a key to the Serpulidae, Bush (1904: 224)
placed Chitinopoma Levinsen in the same cate-
gory with Hyalopomatop sis St. Joseph, and dif-
ferentiated them thus:
Chitinopoma with uncinialplates trapezi-
form, with appressed teeth, the lowest
larger than the others. Operculum with
concave horny plate.
H yalopomatopsis with uncini somewhat sirn-
iliar to those in Spirorbis, the teeth longer.
Operculum with a chitinous or horny cap.
Actually, these statements reveal no real dif-
ferences, since the opercular caps are convex in
both cases and the shape of uncinial plates is
not materially different. Both have a soft oper-
culum with horny, convex cap, and both have a
high thoracic collar and no thoracic membrane.
However, the type of H yalopomatopsis, H. mar-
enzelleri (Langerhans ) , has only six thoracic
setigerous segments; Chitinopoma has seven;
abdominal setae are geniculate in the latter, not
so in the former. Capillary setae are present
only in the second to seventh thoracic setigerous
segments in Chitinopoma, and presumably pres-
ent in all segments in Hyalopomatopsis (see
Chamberlin, 1919: 475). The type of Hyalopo-
matopsis originates from abyssal depths in the
middle east Atlantic Ocean and may be known
through only a single species. A second species
which has been attributed to it, H. occidentalis
Bush (190 4: 229), is now referred to Chiti-
nopoma (see page 50) .
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FIG. 12. Chitinopoma occidentalis: a, thoracic uncin ial plate from left side, seen in posterior view,
X 1342; b, larger collar seta, seen from the side, X 748; c, smaller collar seta from the same fascicle,
seen from the side, X 895 ; d, anterior end of body, showing operculum with attached tentacular
crown, in dorsal view (opercular cap turned to right to show asymmetry), X 19.4; e, anterior end
of tube, showing circular aperture, X 15.6; t, entire tube attached to shell fragment, in dorsal view,
X 4.4.
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Chitinopoma may be nearly related to Micro-
serpula Dons for which the single known spe-
cies, M. inflata Dons, has been recorded from
Arctic seas (Brattstrom, 1945). In the latter,
the tube is said to have ovicels distally.
Chitinopoma occidentalis (Bush)
new combination
Fig. 12, a-f.
Hyalopomatopsis occidentalis Bush, 1904: 229-
230, pI. 40, fig. 3, 22, pI. 44, fig. 2, 4, 8.
Collections. Stations 13-40 (several); 21-40
(3); 20-40 to 22-40 (many); 24-40 (many);
25-40 (several); 35-40 (several); 47-40 (sev-
eral); 61-40 (several); 70-40 (several); 82-
40 (few); 84-40 (several); 100-40 (several);
Mist Harbor (1+).
White calcareous tubes are attached to shell
fragments, other serpulid tubes, gastropod shells,
living rock oysters, branchiopods, carapace of
.crabs, and other hard surfaces. The tubes are
hard, smooth, and broad; they have a strong,
median keel with a sharp notch above, at the
aperture (Fig. 12 f); the aperture is circular
(Fig. 12 e) . Tubes seldom cover one another
unless crowded; they are sinuous or irregularly
twisted; they measure 30 to 50 mm. long.
Larger individuals (fixed in the tube) are 15 to
20 mm. long. The body consists of a well-
developed tentacular crown, seven thoracic, and
50 or fewer abdominal, segments.
The operculum replaces the dorsal radiole on
the left side. It has a smooth, straight stalk and
extends distally beyond the outer ends of the
radioles. The expanded, distal portion, seen from
the dorsum is symmetrical, but seen from the
side (Fig. 12 d) is asymmetrical, the greater
convexity on the ventral side. It is a soft, pale
vesicle surmounted by a slightly chitinized, con-
vex cap. The tentacular crown has six radioles
on the left side, seven on the right one. Ten-
tacular pinnae are longest on the distal third of
the radiolar length but surpassed in length by
the long, free distal filament of the rachis.
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The collar is a high, thin membrane; it con-
sists of a pair of long, dorsal lobes that com-
pletely conceal the peristomium; they are sepa-
rated from other parts of the collar by deep,
dorsa-lateral clefts. Laterally and ventrally, the
collar consists of a still longer piece that extends
forward to conceal over half of the radiolar
length . When the collar is pushed back, a pair
of deep-seated, ocular spots is visible in the
fleshy base of the perisromiurn. There is no
indication of a thoracic membrane.
Collar setae are arranged in a lengthwise,
horizontal series, slightly dorsal to the other
notopodia. They have two kinds of setae; an-
teriorly there are six or seven larger, pointed
setae with broad, thick expansion (Fig. 12 b);
immediately behind are a comparable number
of slenderer ones that are also crenulate at the
outer margin (Fig. 12 c).
Second to seventh thoracic setigerous seg-
ments resemble one another , but the last one
has a greatly reduced parapodium. Notopodia
are each provided with two kinds of setae, in-
cluding six to eight heavier, smooth, slightly
limbate ones in front, and a comparable num-
ber of slenderer ones farther back. Neuropodia
have vertical rows of uncinial plates. These
plates, where best developed in middle thoracic
segments, number about 50 in a ridge. The
largest ones are at the ventral end of the series,
decreasing gradually in size dorsally, so that the
uppermost one is only about half as long as the
lowest. The last thoracic neuropodium has only
about 15 uncinial plates.
The structure of the uncinial plates is such
that their three-dimensional arrangement is dif-
ficult to ascertain in anyone view. As typical
of other serpulids, they lie in a closely appressed
row. It is difficult to dissect them out in-
dividually, since there is a strong tendency for
all of them to hold together and to spring back
after depression. The reason for this is only
partly that they are bound together by fleshy
fibrils and muscles. Actually, each plate (Fig.
12 a) is provided with a locking mechanism
which interlaces with the plates on either side;
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all hooks of a series are thus held together
firmly so that they function as units. One may
liken the plate to a hand in which the broad,
embedded part is the palm, and the distal free
teeth the fingers. The teeth of the plate are
extended at an angle slightly obtuse to the
plate, or one might say that palm and fingers
are at somewhat greater than right angles to
each other. As a result, one cannot see both
palm and fingers in full outline at anyone time.
The teeth, numbering usually nine (less often
10) are nearly equal to one another in size;
they are long and slender, with tapering, slightly
curved tips; they project from the fleshy lobe of
the neuropodium. In addition to these nine
teeth, the lowest end of the plate has two addi-
tional hooks, a smaller distal one, corresponding
to the thumb of a hand, which is directed back-
ward and ventrally, and a longer, more out-
stretched one, comparable to an index finger,
which is directed forward and ventrally. These
two hooks constitute the locking mechanism,
interlacing with similar hooks on the plates
proximal to them.
Abdominal parapodia have similar, though
smaller, uncinial plates in notopodia, and one or
two toothed setae in neuropod ia. The abdo-
men consists of 45 to 50 segments and termi-
nates posteriorly in a pair of short, subspherical
papillae below the anal aperture.
C. occidentalis was originally described from
Prince William Sound and later reported from
Alaska (Moore, 1908: 362) . Hyalopomatopsis
occidentalis Moore (192 3: 254) , off Santa Rosa
Island, California, may be another species (or
genus) since the tube has not only a median
carina, but the surface is wrinkled with trans-
verse .growth lines, and the collar setae are
different.
C. groenlandica Levinsen has also been re-
ported from the northeast Pacific (Pixell, 1912:
790, and Berkeley, 1930: 74) . This differs from
C. occidentalis in that the tube has not only a
median carina, but also fine transverse striations
and the special collar setae have a finlike por-
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tion that is set off from the main blade by a
constriction.
The present collections are from south and
southwestern Alaska, from shore to 125 fm.
Genus DEXIOSPIRA Caullery and Mesnil
. Dexiospira spirillum (Linnaeus)
Serpltla spirillum Linnaeus, 1767: 1264.
Spirorbis spirillum Moore, 1908: 362; Pixell,
1912: 796-797, pi. 88, fig. 8; Berkeley, 1930:
74; Berkeley, 1932: 316; Berkeley, 1942:
207.
Spirorbis (Dexiospira) spirillum Fauvel, .1927:
392-393, fig. 132.
Collections. Stations 9-40 (many); 10-40
(6 ); 25-40 (many) ; 52-40 (10).
Tubes are attached to algae or hard objects.
This species has been reported from inter-
tidal regions of the northeast Pacific, including
Alaska. The present records are well within
known ranges.
Genus LAEOSPIRA Caullery and Mesnil
Laeospira borealis (Daudin )
Spirorbis borealis Daudin, 1800: 145; Borg,
1917: 22-26, fig. 5-11; Hartman, 1942:
92-93.
Spirorbis asperatus Bush, 1904: 245, pi. 28,
fig. 10, pi. 30, fig. 4, pi. 41, fig. 4-6, 8, 10,
11, 19, 31, 32, pi. 43, fig. 1-3, 7, 13, 26.
Collection. Station 25-40 (several) .
These individuals come from Canoe Bay, in .
25 fm. Previous records are from Sitka and
Prince William Sound, Alaska (Bush, 1904).
Genus PARADEXIOSPIRA Caullery and Mesnil
Paradexiospira violaceus (Levinsen)
Spirorbis violaceus Levinsen, 1884: 202; Bush,
1904: 242-243, pi. 41, fig. 1, 2; pi. 42, fig.
8-12.
Spirorbis (Paradexiospira) oiolaceus Fauvel,
1927: 391-392, fig. 132.
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Collections . Stations 20-40 to 22-40 (many) ;
24-40 (3); 25-40 (several ).
Tubes are attached to hard objects such as
shell fragments, stones, carapace of crabs. Bush
(1904) has reported the species from Sitka,
Alaska, and British Columbia. Present records
are from southern Alaska in 15 to 125 fm.
LIST OF STATIONS
Sta. 3-40. Sept. 6. Port Ashton, Alaska. Shore,
at high tide.
Sta. 9-40. Sept. 13. Canoe Bay, northern part.
Shore, at high tide.
Sta. 10-40. Sept. 16. Canoe Bay, southwest
shore. Shore, at high tide.
Sta, 12-40. Sept. 17. Canoe Bay, north shore.
Sta. 13-40. Sept. 17. Canoe Bay, northwest
corner. Gill net, in 30 fm.
Sra, 20-40. Sept. 21. Canoe Bay, middle part.
Otter trawl, in 40 fm.
Sta, 21-40. Sept. 21. Canoe Bay, northwest part.
Otter trawl, in 35 fm. .
Sta. 20, 21, 22--40. Sept. 21. Around Canoe Bay.
Otter trawl, in 15-40 fm-.
Sta, 24-40. Sept. 23. Canoe Bay, northwest part.
Trawl, in 125 fm.
:Sta. 25-40. Sept. 23. Canoe Bay, northwest part.
Trawl, in 25 fm.
Sra, 26-40. Sept. 23. Canoe Bay, northwest part.
Trawl, in 100 fm.
S ta, 27-40. Sept. 23. Canoe Bay, entire western
part. Trawl, in 14-36 fm.
.Sta. 31-40. Sept. 24. Canoe Bay. Trawl, in 34-
36 fm.
.Sta. 33-40. Sept. 25. Pavlof Bay, northern part.
In 18 fm.
Sta, 34-40. Sept. 25. Pavlof Bay,middle section.
In 150 fm.
'Sta, 35-40. Sept. 25. Pavlof Bay, entrance to
bay by Cape Tolstoi. Sticky bottom.
Sta. 36a-40. Sept. 25. Pavlof Bay, in 27 fm.
.Sta, 47-40. Sept. 29. Canoe Bay, mid-northern
shore. Shore, at low tide.
.Sta, 51-40. Oct. 2. Canoe Bay. In 25-40 fm.
Sta. 52-40. Oct. 2. Canoe Bay. In 40 fm.
:Sta. 58-40. Oct. 8. Volcano Bay. In 25-30 fm.
Sta, 59-40. Oct. 8. Between inner Iliasik and
Goloi Island. In 20-30 fm.
.Sta. 60-40. Oct. 10. Leonard Harbor. In 20-
25 fm.
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Sta.61-40. Oct. 10. Cold Bay. In 15-30 fm.
Sta.62-40. Oct. 11. Cold Bay. In 15-20 fm.
Sta. 66-40. Oct. 15. Canoe Bay, northwestern
part. In 35-45 fm.
Sta.70-40. Oct. 17. Cold Bay. In 15-35 fm,
Sta, 71-40. Oct. 17. Cold Bay. In 15-25 fm.
Sta.72-40. Oct. 17. Cold Bay. In 15-50 fm.
Sta. 80-40. Oct. 21. Larsen Bay, on east side of
N agai Island. In 5-25 fm.
Sta. 82-40. Oct. 22. Off southwest shore of Big
Koniuj i Island. In 25-30 fm.
Sta. 83-40. Oct. 22. Off south side of Big Ko-
niuji Island. In 25-55 fm.
Sta. 84-40. Oct. 24. Stepovak Bay. In 15 fm.
Sta, 88-40. Oct. 24. Stepovak Bay. In 90 fm.
Sta. 89-40. Oct. 25. Unga Strait or Stepovak
Bay. In 37-47 fm.
Sta. 9l~0. Oct. 26. Baralof Bay, Squaw Har-
bor. In 24 fm.
Sta. 93-40. Oct. 29. Spitz Island. In 55-68 fm.
Sta, 97-40. Oct. 21. Alitak Bay. In 18-30 fm.
Sta. 98-40. Oct. 31. Alitak Bay. In 42 fm.
Sta, 100-40. Oct. 31. Alitak Bay. In 30 fm.
Sta, 103-40. Nov. 1. Alitak Bay. In 20-45 fm.
Sta, 106-40. Nov. 2. Alitak Bay. In 15-30 fm.
Sta, 107-40. Nov. 2. Alitak Bay. In 30 fm.
Sta, 108-40. Nov. 3. Alitak Bay. From reef.
Sta. 109-40. Nov. 4. South entrance to Olga
Bay. In 40 fm.
Sta. 116-40. Nov. 6. Off Cape Alitak. In 40 fm.
Sta. 126-40. Nov. 14. North side of Shelikof.
In 65-80 fm,
Sta, 128-40. Nov. 15. Shelikof Strait, off Hallo
Bay. In 35-48 fm.
Sta, 129-40. Nov. 15. Shelikof Strait, off Hallo
Bay. In 48 fm.
Sta. 131-40. Nov. 16. Off Cape Chiniak. In
32-35 fm.
Sta. 131-40 or 132-40. Nov. 16. Off Cape
Chiniak. In 32-35 or 45- 77 fm.
Sta. 135-40. Nov. 20. Off Hallo Bay. In 40-
48 fm.
Sta, 138-40. Nov. 21. Off Hallo Bay. In 28-
40 fm.
Sta. 139-40. Nov. 21. Off Hallo Bay. In 28-
40 fm.
Sta. 140-40. Nov. 21. Off Hallo Bay. In 28-
40 fm.
Sta. A 8-41. Mar. 14. Orca Bay, off Sheep Point,
Prince William Sound. In 36 fm., blue mud.
Sra, A 61-41. May 8. 40 mi. above Port Moller.
In 17-18 fm., sand, gravel.
Sta. BT 70-41. Aug. 18. Bering Sea, off Black
Hill. In 33 fm., gray sand.
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Sra. C 5-41. Feb. 28. Icy Straits, east end of
Pleasant Island. In 7 fm., over gray glacier
mud.
Sta. C 44-41. Mar. 28. Albatross Bank. In 60
fm., fine gravel and white sand.
Sta. C 71-41. Apr. 11. Pavlof Bay, north end.
In 60 fm., coarse sand and mud.
Sta, C 147-41. May 31. Off Cape Leontovich.
In 60 fm., fine gray sand.
Sta. 150-41. June 1. Off Moffet Point. In 60
fm., fine gray sand.
Sta, C 160-41. June 8. Canoe Bay. In 60 fm.,
soft mud.
Sta. CT 12-41. May 30. Off Black Hill. In 105
fm., gravel.
Sta. D 3-41. June 24. Castle Bay, off Chignik
Bay. In 21-52 fm.
Sta, D 7-41. July 17. Bering Sea, 570 N, 1630
48' W , in 38 fm.
Sea. D 8-41. July 18. Bering Sea, 580 34' N,
1650 17' W , in 42 fm.
Sea. D 11-41. July 24. Bering Sea, 12;/z mi.
east of Walrus Island, Pribilofs. In 31-33 fm.
Sta. D 14-41. Aug. 5. Bering Sea, 62 0 25' N,
1730 W , in 36 fm.
Sta, D 15-41. Aug. 7. Bering Sea, 20 mi. north
of St. Lawrence Island, in 15-16 fm.
Sta. D 16-41. July 18. 50 mi. northwest of
Amak Island, Bering Sea, in 50 fm.
Sta. L 2-41. Mar. 19. Olga Bay, south end of
Kodi ak Island. In 25-30 fm.
Sta. L 3-41. Mar. 19. Lazy Bay, Alitak, In 15
fm.
Sta. L 4-41. Mar. 19. 9 mi. SSW of Cape Ali-
tak, 560 48' N, 1540 30' W . In 35 fm.
Sta. L 11-41. Mar. 22. Three Saints Bay, Kodiak
Island. In 20-30 fm.
Sta, L 13-41. Mar. 23. Port Hobson, north end
of Sitkalidak Island. In 15 fm.
Sta. L 18-41. Apr. 2. Kupreanof Strait, south
side, 2 mi. NW of Bare Island. In 13-15 fm.
Sta , L 20-41. Apr. 5. Raspberry Strait, across
from Port Wakefield. In 2-30 fm.
Canoe Bay or Pavlof Bay. Sept., 1940.
Canoe Bay. Sept. 23, 1940.
Dolgai Harbor. OCt. 6, 1940. Low tide, off
water works.
Sand Point. Oct. 25, 1940.
Mist Harbor. Oct. 27, 1940.
Pavlof Bay. Nov., 1940.
Mitrofania Bay.
Lazy Bay, off Alitak Bay. Nov. 12, 1940. Dig-
ging in sand and gravel at low tide.
Head of Lazy Bay. Jan. 22, 1941.
Seldovia. Mar. 18, 1941.
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